All plant varieties highlighted with a gray background are sold in
bedding flats. All other non-highlighted plants are sold in pots.
Annual Plant Pricing

Geraniums:
3.25” dark yellow or black pot $2.49 each
(25.79 cubic inch / 14.3 oz. / 422 ml.)
5” (small) Milaeger pot $5.49 each
12-35 plants (mix & match) $4.99 each
36 or more plants (mix & match) $4.49 each
(61.02 cubic inch / 1.06 qt. / 1.00 l.)
6.5” pot $9.99
(158.65 cubic inch / 2.75 qt. / 2.60 l.)
Larger sizes priced as marked

All plants highlighted in gray are in bedding flats. The
plants that are in a market pack are marked as such.
The non-highlighted items are available in pots. This
guide lists pot sizes and prices---they can’t be
confirmed ‘til the plants are on our sales lot, but the
guide is usually correct. Unless otherwise marked,
the bedding and specialty potted plants in this guide
are priced accordingly:

Specialty Potted:
3.25” green pot $3.99 each
18+ plants (mix & match) $3.49 each
(25.79 cubic inch / 14.3 oz. / 422 ml.)
5” (small) Milaeger pot $5.49 each
12-35 plants (mix & match) $4.99 each
36 or more plants (mix & match) $4.49 each
(61.02 cubic inch / 1.06 qt. / 1.00 l.)
Large Milaeger pot $9.99-$15.99 as marked
(158.65 cubic inch / 2.75 qt. / 2.60 l.)
11” Cascade Urn $21.99-$24.99 as marked
(2.46 gallons / 9.3 l.)
12” Imperial Planter $29.99-$34.99 as marked
(3.4 gallons / 12.87 l.)

Prices and pot sizes are
subject to change
Bedding Flats:
$1.99 (3 cell pack / 36 plants per flat)
(9.35 cubic inch / 153.2 cc)
$1.99 (2 cell jumbo pack / 24 plants per flat)
(16.87 cubic inch / 276.4 cc)
$6.99 Market 6 pack (18 plants per flat)
(3.5” x 3.5” x 3.5” each plant)
$19.99 a flat (mix or match)
$17.99 a flat (4 or more flats)

Note: The numbers in parenthesis give the
volume, as per Federal requirement.

Herbs:
3.25” blue pot $3.49 each
18+ (mix & match) plants $2.99 each
(25.79 cubic inch / 14.3 oz. / 422 ml.)

A–B .........pages
C-D .........pages
E-G .........pages
H-M ........pages
N-R .........pages
S-Z .........pages

Vegetables:
3 cell packs $1.99 each
3.25” terracotta pot $2.99 each
18+ (mix & match) $2.49 each
(25.79 cubic inch / 14.3 oz. / 422 ml.)
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Symbol Key

AGAPANTHUS

Our symbols tell you at a glance if a plant is suited to a
certain location. Use them only as a general guide.

This plant is known as a landscape staple in warmwinter regions. It’s easy-to-grow and produces huge
amounts of blue or white trumpet shaped flowers in
summer and fall. Its leaves also add texture to beds,
borders, and containers.

Sun
Part sun, part shade
Shade
Attracts butterflies
Attracts hummingbirds

‘Baby Pete’
12-15”H
Blooms earlier than others. Masses of blue flowers.
Floor Pot $15.99

Deer Resistant
Cut flower

AGASTACHE

FLOWERING ANNUALS &
GREENERY

‘Kudos’ series
16-18”H
Small flowers are clustered on tall spikes. Long
lasting bright colors – makes a great container plant.
Attracts butterflies like crazy.
 Ambrosia
 Coral
 Mandarin
 Silver Blue
 Yellow
5” pot

ABUTILON (Flowering Maple, Indian Mallow)
A semi-tropical shrub or small tree that is perfect
for containers and window boxes---the drooping, bellshaped flowers will cascade over the edges all
summer. They grow very quickly over the summer.
Green maple-like leaves. Can also be grown indoors.

AGERATUM (Flossflower)
A. houstonianum

Clusters of fuzzy heads bloom all summer. Shorter
varieties are compact and vigorous---use them for
edging, containers, or massing. The taller ones make
great cuts. All thrive in rich, well-drained soil.

hybridum ‘Bella Mix’

14-18”H
Large, paper-like flowers on bushy, multi-branched
plants. Blooms continuously even in high heat.

‘Blue Horizon’
24-30”H
Abundant mid-blue flowers in 3¼” clusters. This is by
far the best variety for cutting.

‘Thompsonii’
6-8’H
Clusters of bright orange flowers with yellow and
green variegated foliage. This flower is excellent at
attracting hummingbirds.

‘Hawaii Blue’
Small blue flowers.

8”H

‘Cloud Nine Blue’
Blue flowers. Small leaves.

hybridum ‘Chinese Lantern’

4-10’H
Flower color can be orange, red, yellow or white.
These large plants are great for large patio pots.
5” pot
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4-5”H

‘Rock & Roll’
30-36”H
2–2½“ brilliant red flowers held above attractive
variegated foliage. Foliage is yellow fading to white
with green margins.
Large Milaeger pot $39.99

ALYSSUM (Sweet Alyssum)
Lobularia maritima

8”H
Spreading plants. Excellent for edging, groundcover,
baskets and window boxes. A tidy, 4” height and 12”
spread makes alyssum a favorite. Flowers are most
profuse during cool weather. They tolerate a wide
range of soil conditions, as long as drainage is good.
Use to create fast growing, temporary ground cover
among paving stones, in rock gardens and along walls.

‘Artist Blue’
8-12”H
Deep purple blue flowers.
‘High Tide Blue’
14-16”H
Blue flowers. Forms a dense mounded hedge.
5” pot

ALSTROEMERIA (Princess Flower,Peruvian Lily)
Easy to grow plants that bloom all summer when kept
out of the heat. Excellent indoor houseplants or for
outdoor containers and beds. Long lasting cut flower.
‘Amina’
12-15”H
Large, pure orange flowers.
‘Diana’
Yellow and
butterflies

12-15”H
pink flowers;

attracts

bees

and



Clear Crystals Purple Shades



Clear Crystals Mix



Giga White extra-large white flowers

‘Kate’
6-10”H
Vivid red blooms with dark green foliage
‘Letizia’
12-15”H
Crimson, speckled with yellow.
‘Louise’
12-15”H
Large purplish pink flowers with dark red flecks and
lemon yellow centers. Attracts bees.

‘Theresa’
12-15”H
Light pink with raspberry and yellow accents.
Large Milaeger pot $15.99
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ALTERNANTHERA (Joseph’s Coat) greenery

ANAGALLIS (Pimpernel)

‘Party Time’
6-12”H
Very bright, attractive, colorful foliage – green with
hot pink streaks and blotches. Great for hanging
baskets and containers.
5” pot

AMARANTHUS
Bizarre, colorful plants that thrive in hot, sunny
locations. On many, the foliage is the main show. Most
cultivars are excellent cut, for fresh and dried use.
Poor soil results in a more brilliant color but lesser
height. Over-watering may cause root rot. Reseeds.

‘Wildcat Blue’
6-12”H
Displays striking blue flowers on an upright plant all
summer. Wonderful container plant, but also does
well in beds and hanging baskets. Excellent heat
tolerance.
5” pot

ANGEL’S TRUMPET (Brugmansia/ Datura)
These large shrubs or small woody trees have large
beautifully scented flowers that hang downward in a
trumpet style fashion.
‘Brugmansia’ series


Charles Grimaldi- Goldenyellow



Cypress Gardens- White

8-12”H

3’ H

 Isignis Pink- Blush pink
3½’H
Large Milaeger pot $11.99
 Snowbank – Pale apricot flowerse with variegated
foliage – green with creamy white margin
Large Milaeger pot $24.99
‘Datura Double Ballerina’ series
‘Love Lies Bleeding’
36-60”H
Dangling bright red seed heads. Long lasting color.
Use fresh-cut or dried.



Purple – White with Purple accents



Yellow – Creamy Yellow

5’H

3-4’H

2-3’H

 White
2’H
Large Milaeger pot $11.99

‘Carnival’ (Joseph’s Coat)
30-36”H
A striking foliage plant with fiery shades of yellow
and red on bronze leaves. Tall purple flowers are
produced late in the summer. Adds instant color to
your garden or patio.
5” pot

ANGELONIA (Angelflower, Summer Snapdragon)
A. angustifolia

Native to tropical and subtropical Central and South
America. The flowers resemble tiny snapdragons, but
with long stems. Blooms all summer, with sweetly
fragrant flowers. Great cut flower. These tough
plants thrive in heat and tolerate both dry and wet
conditions. A standout in beds and mixed containers.

Questions?
Email us at
gardenquestions@milaegers.com

‘Angelface’ series
18-24”H
 Blue these flowers incorporate shades of purple
and blues
 Pink
 White
 Wedgewood Blue these flowers are purple and
white with deep purple/yellow centers
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‘Serena Blue’
10-12”H
Blue flowers that have a hint of purple
5” pot

‘Kanga Orange’
18-24”H
Velvety, orange blooms with green sword-like leaves.

‘Serena’ series
10-12”H
Continuous flowering. Suitable for mass planting and
containers. Very heat tolerant.
 Pink



‘Kanga Pink’
18-24”H
A medium size anigozanthos that will produce light
pink flowers. The flowers are fuzzy, is heat tolerant,
and the flowers can last 4 to 8 weeks.

Mix (6 pack)

Serenita Pink
12-14”H
Pink with a burgundy eye.

‘Kanga Red’
18-24”H
Velvety deep red flowers and green sword-like leaves.

ANIGOZANTHOS (Kangaroo Paws)

‘Kanga Yellow’
18-24”H
Velvety vibrant yellow flowers with green sword-like
leaves.
Large Milaeger pot $11.99

These fragrance free large fuzzy flowers originated
in Australia replicate a kangaroo paw and obtain their
color with their fine velvety hairs that cover the
flowers and sometimes the stalk.

ARGYRANTHEMUM (Cobbity/Marguerite Daisy)
A. frutescens

These cheery daisies are from coastal beaches to
light woodlands and volcanic mountains in the Canary
Islands and Madeira. Today’s varieties result from
hybridization involving many species, so note their
performance and don’t worry about their pedigree.
The daisy flowers are borne freely from late spring
to early fall, but sometimes resting during the
hottest weather. Grow in well-drained fertile soil.
Pinch the growing tips to encourage a compact habit.

‘Kanga Burgundy’
12-24”H
Very full dark purple-red flowers on red stems with
10” long bright green leaves.
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‘Butterfly’
18-36”H
A bright yellow single daisy with a yellow center.
Award winning top seller. Extremely heat tolerant.
5” pot / 12” Floor Pot $34.99

‘Betty Pink’
4-8”H
Light pink flowers that yield huge blooms all summer
and fall. A great spiller and perfect complement to
other flowers in mixed baskets. Deer and rabbit
resistant.

‘Madeira Red’
8-12”H
Uniform, compact, well-branched habit.

‘Betty White’
4-6’ trailing
Strong, bushy, trailing habit.

‘Vanilla Butterfly’
18-36”H
Large soft cream to pure white flowers. Vigorous
habit with excellent heat tolerance. New.
5” pot

‘Scopia Double Snowball’
24-36”mounding
This compact, fragrant plant has hundreds of double
white flowers that trail over pots, hanging baskets
and window boxes creating a bright white color all
summer long.

ASCLEPIAS (Butterfly Weed)

‘Snowstorm’series
3-6’ trailing
Strong, bushy, trailing habit.
 Blue Bubbles Lavender-blue double blooms.
 Giant Snowflake Vigorous with pure white
flowers all summer.
 Snow Globe Large white blooms produce a snow
globe shape flower that mounds over baskets and
containers.
5” pot

Great for cutting and butterfly gardens. Food for
Monarch caterpillars---they are horned, with black
and yellow stripes. Adds height to garden beds.
‘Monarch Promise’
36-48”H
Orange flowers with red sepals. Attractive green and
white variegated foliage with hints of pink.
5” pot
‘Silky Deep Red’

36-48”H

‘Silky Gold’
36-48”H
Clusters of golden yellow flowers.

BANANA
Ensete maurelli

3-7’H
This is a very strong banana plant that has been
reported to survive some zone 4 winters with
protection. Beautiful long green leaves with
attractive burgundy edges and veining that give a
wonderful tropical effect. Makes an amazing
container plant – can be grown inside. Give it plenty of
water, sun and fertilizer.
Large Milaeger pot $13.99

ASTER (Chinese Aster)
Callistephus chinensis

This flower is native to China, while perennial asters
are native to North America. Seeds of the single
flowered annual species were sent to Paris in 1728,
where they remained favorite flowers throughout
that century. Unsurpassed cut flower.
‘Pot-N-Patio Mix’
8”H
The deep blue-purple petals have white at their base.
A dwarf form that is great for containers. Prefers
rich moist soil, and avoid over-watering.

Musa zebrina

6-8’H
Blood Banana. Stunning, bluish-green leaves are
striped with deep red. Large, abundant clusters of
yellow flowers with purple bracts. Great for
containers. Provides a “tropical” feel to the garden.
Large Milaeger pot $19.99

‘Ball Florist Mix’
20-36”H
Mixed flowers in shades of pink to purple and white.
Blooms on strong stems.

BACOPA

Questions?

Native to Asia, Africa, Australia, and South America.
Tiny flowers all summer on delicate, trailing foliage.
We’ve picked the best varieties for contrast and
texture in combination pots. Great along the edge of
baskets and containers, as it cascades down the pot.

Email us at
gardenquestions@milaegers.com
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BEGONIA (Fibrous Type)
x semperflorens-cultorum
An ideal plant for edging, massing or pots, due to its
colorful flowers and its compact habit. Contrasts well
with dusty miller. Free branching. Tolerant of a wide
range of conditions. Allow soil to dry out between
waterings. Maintenance free. Native to Brazil.

Green Leaf

‘Super Olympia’

8-10”H



Mix

‘Volumia’ series
12-15”H
Vigorously branched with extra-large flowers.







Red


Pink



Rose Bicolor

Rose

White
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Scarlet



Red

‘Babywing Bicolor’
12”-15”H
Small green wing shaped leaves that are accompanied
by small pink and white bicolor flowers and buttercup
yellow centers.
‘Babywing Red’
12”-15”H
Small green wing shaped leaves that are accompanied
by small red flowers and buttercup yellow centers.



White

‘Dragonwing’ series
12”-15”H
Large green wing-shaped leaves that are accompanied
by large beautiful blooms that can strive in both sun
or shade.
‘Babywing White’
12”-15”H
Small green wing shaped leaves that are accompanied
by small white flowers and buttercup yellow centers.
‘Big Pink’
14”sun-28”shade
Golf-ball sized pink flowers with large deep green
foliage.



Pink

‘Big Red’
14”sun-28”shade
Combination of Angel Wing and fiberous begonia. Fire
engine red.
‘Big Rose’
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14”sun-28”shade

‘Lotto Mix’
10-16”H
Has 2½” blooms all summer. Very heat tolerant.
Compact habit---excellent for mass plantings or pots.
‘Whopper series’




15”sun-30”shade



Deep Rose



Pink



White



Mix

Red
Rose

Bronze Leaf

‘Big Rose’
14”sun-28”shade
Rose flowers with bronze leaves.
‘Big Red’
14”sun-28”shade
Red flowers with bronze leaved foliage.
‘Nightlife’ series



8-10”H

Red

‘Whopper series’
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15”sun-30”shade





Red

‘Dragon Wing’ (pink or red)
12-15”H
Scarlet or pink blooms and green angel wing leaves.
Flowers are 1½” and flower clusters are 5-6” across.
These easily grown plants stand up well to stress.
Very heat tolerant. Leaves turn more bronze in sun.
5” pot/Large Milaeger pot $9.99 (2ppp)
‘Fannie Moser’
24-36”H
Small white flowers with pale pink ruffles. The
foliage color is dark sage-green on the upper side and
bright cherry red on the underside with white raised
spots.

Rose

‘Lana’
18-24”H
A sizable variegated begonia with dark leaves that
are dusted with silver and accompanied by small
delicate pink blossoms that are more admirable due
to small bits of yellow and white.

BEGONIA (Fancy)

‘Lois Burke’
.12-18”H
A compact bush with leaves that appear to have white
asymmetrical polka dots with a vibrant eye catching
mix of reds, pinks, and oranges into one beautiful
color that truly pops against its dark green foliage
‘Looking Glass’
18-24”H
Large shiny silver leaves that are broken up with
green veins and a rich red on the reverse.

‘Baby Wing White’ 12”-15”H
Small green wing shaped leaves that are accompanied
by small white flowers and buttercup yellow centers

‘Million Kisses Honeymoon’
10-12”H
Lemon-yellow, pendent shaped flowers with a soft
apricot reverse to the petals. Complemented by dark
green foliage and dark stems.
‘My Special Angel’
14”H
Oblong lush green leaves with asymmetrical white
polka dots accompanied by clusters of delicate low
hanging blush pink blossoms that have buttercup
yellow centers.
‘Nonstop’ series
8-10”H
The Nonstops are known for their bright colors. Fully
double, 3½-4½” wide flowers, throughout the summer.
Vigorous, with heavy branching. Bronzy green leaves.

‘Bon-Bon Cherry’
16-20”H
Pinkish red flowers. Cascading habit, but more
compact than other cascading begonias. Great for
containers and flower pouches.
5” Pot
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‘Santa Cruz Sunset’
12-16”H
Fiery orange-red flowers. Compact, upright habit
early on, but cascades beautifully as it ages. Use in
containers and hanging baskets.
‘Sophia’
24”H
The color of leaves depend on the amount of sunlight
it receives. This can range in variations of dark
purples to appearing to have black foliage with specks
of white. Blossoms are variations of pink.

‘Yellow’ bright clear yellow

‘Surefire Red’
12-18”H
Large, continuous bloomer. Red, orchid-like flowers
with yellow throats. It’s heart-shaped dark green
leaves grow dense and right to the ground.

‘Mix’

‘Pegasus’
12-18”H
Pink flowers with deep green, glossy foliage splashed
with silver.

‘Surefire Rose’
12-18”H
Clusters of rose colored orchid-like flowers with
yellow throats.

‘Torch’
18-24”H
Cane-like ‘Angel Wing’ begonia that grows like a
shrub. Produces reddish-pink flowers. Leaves are
dark olive on the front and a dark red color on the
reverse-side.

‘Richmondensis Pink’
16-24”H
Continuous clusters of pink flowers. The gray-green,
waxy angel wing leaves turn a striking reddish color in
high light. Mounding habit.
‘Richmondensis White’
18-24”H
Clusters of delicate white flowers. Foliage is dark
green with red undersides.
‘San Francisco’
12”H
Coral-red flowers. Looks good in baskets and
containers.

Questions?
Email us at
gardenquestions@milaegers.com
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‘Whopper’ series



15”H x28”W (6 Pack)

‘Escargot’ 10-16”H
Beautiful spiraled leaves – similar to a snail’s shell.
They are silvery green with deep green centers and
edges. Makes a great low maintenance house plant.

Red (Green Leaf)

‘Jive’
12”H
The vibrant chartreuse foliage have purple margins
are ruffled and puckered. Pink speckled flowers.
‘Red Kiss’
12-18”H
Shiny red leaves with a dark red margin and heart.





‘Red Tango’
12-18”H
The heart shaped leaves are patterned with shades
of red, green and white.

Red (Bronze leaf)
Rose (Green Leaf)
Rose (Bronze Leaf)

‘Salsa’
12-18”H
Small, slim foliage is blotched and striped in shades
of red and green with black and silver accents.

‘Unbelievable First Kiss’
12-14”H
Semi-double blush pink flowers. Dark green – almost
black serrated foliage.

‘Spitfire’
12-18”H
Leaves have a torn appearance. Red leaves have a
creamy green margin that is spotted with red.
5” pot

‘Unbelievable Miss Montreal’
12-14”H
Very large, elegant, cream flowers with coral-pink
edges. Green foliage.
‘Unstoppable Upright Fire’
8-12”H
Red flowers with a dark green foliage

BEGONIA (Reiger/Hiemalis)
Multiflora, with large, glossy, dark green leaves.
Flower size is about 1½” wide, in clusters.

‘Unstoppable Upright White’
8-12”H
White flowers that are dusted with a light pink and
yellow centers
5” pot

BEGONIA (Rex)
Rex Collection
A group of begonias known for their wildly varied
leaves – bordered, spotted and splotched. Striking
leaf colors and patterns. Provides great contrast in
the garden and containers
‘Autumn Embers’
12-36”H
Leaves emerge a brilliant orange becoming a burnt
orange as they mature. Light pink flowers.

‘Blitz’
10-12”H
Bright yellow flowers on succulent-like green foliage.
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‘Britt Dark’
10-14”H
This plant features orange frilly flowers with peach
overtones at the ends of the stems. Its leaves are
green and shaped like a heart.

‘Red Baron’
10-14”H
Dainty, dark red frilly flowers.
‘Rio’
10-12”H
Succulent heat-shaped green leaves and orchid-like
gold flowers with soft white overtones and rose
colored edges.

‘Carneval’
12”H
Gold flowers have cherry edges and hints of white.
Flowers resemble small orchids.

‘Solenia’ series
8-12”H
Outstanding flowering in sun or shade. Vigorous habit,
glossy leaves and large, showy flowers.

‘Clara White’
10-12”H
Dainty white orchid-like flowers with light green
centers.
‘Dragone’ series






8-10”H



Light Pink



Orange

‘Dusty Rose’ rose pink
‘Evening Glow’ pink

‘Sunset’ pink, yellow

 Red Improved
5” pot

BELLS OF IRELAND
Moluccella laevis

24-30”H
Native to the Levant, this plant gets its common name
from its bright green “bells”. The small bells are held
close to the tall stems. The true flower is inside the
bell or calyx and is tiny, white, and fragrant. Ideal
for cutting. To use dried, hang upside down to dry.
5” pot

‘Eva’
12”H
Yellow, rose flowers.
‘Netja Dark’
10-14”H
Frilly rose colored flowers with pink overtones at
their ends. It’s leaves are green and heart-shaped.
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BIDENS (Bur-Marigold)

BRACHYCOME (Swan River Daisy)

Lovely plants that are very heat and drought
tolerant. Bright daisy-like flowers. Upright to
spreading habit, they are often used along the edges
of mixed baskets and containers.

‘Brasco Violet’
12”
A continuously flowering plant with hundreds of
“daisy” flowers---perfect for pots or bedding. Free
branching, with a mounding habit. Heat tolerant.
5” pot

‘Goldilocks Rocks’
12-14”
Bright gold flowers spring to fall.
‘Peter’s Gold Carpet’
Bright yellow flowers.
5” pot

BROWALLIA (Bush Violet, Sapphire Flower)

10-15”

Sometimes called Star of Sapphire flower, browallias
grow best in light shade.
‘Blue Bells’
Green foliage with star shaped purple flowers that
have a white center.

BOUGAINVILLEA

‘Barbara Karst’
vine
Fuchsia red flowers.
‘Endless Flirtation’
10-14”H
Pure white star shaped flowers all summer. Low
maintenance, no deadheading needed. Heat tolerant.

‘Elizabeth Angus’
vine
Magenta purple flowers. Shiny green foliage.
‘James Walker’
vine
Reddish pink flowers.
Large Milaeger pot $15.99

‘Endless Illumination’
10-14”H
This compact, long blooming plant features star-like
lavender-blue flowers with tiny white centers.
5” pot

‘Sunvillea Rose’
vine
This exotic looking dwarf Bougainvillea blooms
brilliant fuchsia-pink. Papery bracts. Bright green
foliage.
5” pot

Questions?
Email us at
gardenquestions@milaegers.com

‘Purple Queen’
vine
Rich, deep purple blooms. Deep green foliage.
#2 Patio Tree $59.99
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CALADIUM

Araceae hortulanum
Caladiums are great foliage plants that can be used
alone to add interest and color around the base of
trees, around mailboxes, or as edging plants. Perfect
for pot and garden mixed plantings. The taller types
can be used as background plants. The large
arrowhead-shaped leaves are lovely with ferns. They
prefer at least partial shade. However, Milaeger’s has
selected the varieties that are the most sun tolerant.
‘Blushing Bride’
12-18”H
This strap leaved plant starts out with dark blushing
pink leaves that turn as they mature to creamy-white
with deep pink streaks and specks.
5” pot

‘Festivia’
12-24”H
Pink base with green veining and edges.

‘Carolyn Whorton’
18-30”H
Large medium pink blotches with red veins and green
mottling. Large leaves on a very upright, strong plant.
Large Milaeger pot $11.99

‘Florida Cardinal’
12-18”H
Large, undulating leaves. Scarlet red centers with
medium green margins.
5” pot / Large Milaeger pot $11.99

‘Celebration’
18-24”H
This shade tolerant plant has fancy white leaves with
long, crimson veins and green edges.
5” pot / Large Milaeger pot $11.99
‘Creamsickle’
18-30”H
Massive orange-red colored leaves with green edges
and large white veins.
Large Milaeger pot $11.99

‘Miss Muffet’
10-14”H
Strap leaf. Light chartreuse green with red maroon
spots. Medium sun tolerance.
5” pot

Questions?
Email us at
gardenquestions@milaegers.com
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‘Starburst’
12-18”H
As this plant’s leaves mature, they develop white main
veins in a raspberry-red background with light green
edges and are speckled with dark green blotches.
5” pot

’Mrs. W.B. Halderman’
12-24”H
Pink centers with deep, dark green edges and creamy
white mottling.
Large Milaeger pot $11.99
‘Party Punch’
12-24”H
Intense pink veins stand out on a bright green leaf
with splashes of white to create a festive accent on
this eye catching plant.
‘Stardust’
12-24”H
White center and mottling. Dark green, almost black
outer. Looks like a “galaxy”
5” pot / Large Milaeger pot $11.99
‘Tapestry’
12-24”H
A vigorous plant with large paper-thin deep green
leaves. It has vibrant red veins throughout the leaf
with a white splotched inner portion.
Large Milaeger pot $11.99

CALIBRACHOA (Million Bells, Superbells)

‘Pink Beauty’
10-15”H
Pink centered leaves, shading to light pink and then
green. Dark pink midribs.

Calibrachoa was first brought to Europe in the early
19th century but has only recently become widely
available. It blooms so prolifically, one can hardly see
the leaves. It is closely related to the petunia, and its
cultural requirements are similar. It likes mostly sun
and benefits from regular fertilization. If the leaves
begin to fade, try using a soil acidifier.
‘Crave Sunset’
spreads 12-14
Light apricot blooms with cherry red tones from the
center out creating a tropical sunset look.
’Kabloom’ series
spreads 12-14
Dense, compact self-cleaning plants that trail
gracefully up to 14 inches. They bloom from late
spring until frost providing large clusters of beautiful
petunia-like flowers. This series is also irresistible to
pollinators like bees and hummingbirds.
 Deep Blue Violet flowers with dark veins and
small yellow centers

‘Rosebud’
14-20”H
Pink centered leaves, shading to white and then
green. Pink midribs.
5” pot / Large Milaeger pot $11.99
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 Pink Raspberry-pink flowers with a small yellow
center
 Red Deep red flowers with dark veins and small
yellow centers
 White Pure white flowers with small yellow
throats
 Yellow Lemon yellow flowers with dark golden
yellow centers






‘Aloha Kona Tiki Soft Pink’
spreads 8-14”
Early flowering, medium, compact, semi-upright
growth. Big showy pink trumpet-shaped flowers with
yellow throats and hot pink centers. These plants are
great for attracting bees and hummingbirds





Strawberry Punch Medium pink flowers with
yellow throats. The centers have a dark red band
that spreads outward into the pink base in a
cluster of thin veins
Sweet Tart Rose pink petals with dark yellow
throats
Tequila Sunrise Petals look like they were
painted. A sunny mix of orange, red and yellow.
Creates an ever changing display of color.
White Vividly colored white
Yellow Britght lemon yellow
Yellow Chiffon Creamy yellow

‘Volcano’ series
spreads 12-18”
A dense bedding plant with a trailing habit, eventually
spilling over the edges of hanging baskets and
containers. These plants have a unique “lava flow”
floral pattern on their blooms.
 Gold Golden yellow trumpet-shaped flowers with
red throats and veins at the end of the stems
 Neon Stunning hot pink flowers with white
overtones, cherry red veins and yellow throats
5” pot

‘Calipetite’ series
spreads 6-10”
Dense, mounding habit - naturally compact.
Hummingbirds are attracted to their nectar.
 Blue
 Pink
 Red
 Yellow
‘MiniFamous’ series
spreads 6-10”
Abundant, brilliant colored flowers totally cover the
plants. Blooms reach 1-2” across. Great for hanging
baskets! Hummingbirds are attracted to their nectar.
 Double Amethyst
 Double Magenta

‘Confetti Garden’ series
spreads 6-10”
Great for patio pots, containers and baskets.
Hummingbirds are attracted to their nectar.
 Hawaiian Hilo Trio of purple, yellow and dark red
 Hawaiian Kalani Trio of hot pink, hot orange and
yellow
 Hawaiian Mahalo Trio of hot pink, dark red and
dark lavender
Large Milaeger pot $9.99

‘Superbells’ series
spreads 24-36”
Prolific blooms spring to frost. Best grown in full sun
alone or in combination patio pots, baskets, and
window boxes. Self-cleaning – you don’t have to pinch
spent flowers. Very easy to grow and heat tolerant.
Hummingbirds are attracted to their nectar.
 Apricot Punch Yellow with apricot throat
 Blackberry Punch Black, Pink, Purple, Red
 Blue Light purple
 Cherry Star Pink with yellow star pattern
 Coralberry Punch Jewel-like coral flowers
 Dreamsicle Yellow-throated apricot-orange
 Evening Star Amethyst purple flowers with a
darker purple throat and yellow star pattern.
 Grape Punch A lighter purple color with a bright
yellow eye
 Holy Moly Light yellow flowers with darker
yellow throat and red splotching
 Lemon Slice Combination of yellow and white
stripes
 Pink Vividly colored pink flowers
 Pomegranate Punch Red blooms with a black-red
center
 Red Deep magenta red

CALLA LILY $13.99
A garden classic. A heavy bloomer the first half of
the summer. Later, their wonderful foliage is the
show. Great around water gardens; they like
moisture. They do best with at least 4-6 hours of sun
a day. They also make fabulous pot plants and can be
used for cut flowers. They have strong stems and
good vase life. Store bulbs in a cool, dry spot for
winter.
‘Coastal Flame’
18-24”H
Fiery orange blooms. Light speckled green arrow
shaped leaves.
‘Coastal Gold’
18-24”H
Bright golden yellow blooms with spotted green
foliage.
‘Coastal Parfait’
18-24”H
Soft pink and red bicolor flower with spotted foliage.
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‘Coastal Purple’
24-36”H
Vigorous purple flowers with solid leaves.

‘Orange Chocolate’
24-36”H
Dark chocolate colored foliage compliments the rich
apricot orange blooms.

‘Hot Cherry’
18-24”H
Cherry red flowers with spotted foliage.

‘Pretoria’
36”H
Also known as ‘Bengal Tiger’. Green, cream and yellow
striped leaves. Orange flowers.

‘White Chocolate’
8-14”H
Creamy white, tall trumpet blooms with flecked green
foliage.
Large Milaeger pot $13.99

‘Rosita’
24-36”H
Pink flowers. Green foliage has pink edges.
Large Milaeger pot $11.99

CALLISTEMON (Bottlebrush)

‘South Pacific Scarlet’
36”H
Large orange-red blooms that are on a compact habit
that is accompanied by dark foliage.
5” pot

C. viminalis ‘Little John’

36”H
Dwarf Bottlebrush. Very unusual looking with spikes
of deep red, flowers, accented by long bottle-brush
like red stamens and blue-green foliage. Native to
Australia. Excellent in containers.
Large Milaeger pot $15.99

‘Starship’
36-42”H
Bright yellow blooms with deep red spots.
Large Milaeger pot $11.99
‘Tropical Bronze Scarlet’
30”H
Rich scarlet flowers over bronze-burgundy leaves.
5” pot

CANNA (Canna Lily, Indian Shot)
C. x generalis

A classic plant that is seeing renewed interest due to
the many new hybrids. Enormous flowers are held well
above the lush, exotic leaves. Dramatic in garden
beds, or as a feature patio plant, and even growing
indoors. Perfect for creating a tropical look. Likes
well-drained soil with organic matter. After frost in
fall, dig and store the roots in a basement.

‘Tropicanna’
48-72”H $17.99
Large bright orange flowers. Exotic foliage adds
interest, emerging bright burgundy. Leaves mature
with splendid stripes of red, pink, yellow, and green.
‘Tropicanna Black’
48-72”H $17.99
Deep orange flowers and dark purple-black leaves.
‘Tropicanna Gold’
48-72”H $17.99
Without a doubt, the most brilliantly colored canna
we’ve seen; intense gold, a color repeated in the
variegated foliage that also displays shades of
orange, pink, yellow and lime green.
#1 pot $19.99/ #2 pot $39.99

‘Australia’
72”H
Deep burgundy-black satiny leaves up to 5’ high,
topped by intense red flowers. The color does not
fade at all in the summer heat. Stunning.
‘Banana Punch’
36-48”H
Sunny yellow blooms with emerald green foliage.
Large Milaeger pot $11.99

CALOCEPHALUS (Cushion Bush)

‘Cannova’ series
32-36H”
The Cannova is a unique series that features Cannas
able to grow in cooler, lower-light conditons. These
plants also grow more uniform and bloom quicker than
other open pollinated cannnas. Even when not in bloom
their large, banana-like leaves and shoots make them
a beautiful addition any garden.
 Bronze Scarlet
 Rose Intense rose colored blooms with lush green
foliage
 Yellow
5” pot / Floor pot $34.99

calocephalus brownii

Flowering plants in the aster family. Native to
Australia, this plant is super drought tolerant. It has
tiny silvery white leaves that lay flat against
matching stems resembling finely textured coral.
‘Silver Stone’
8-12”H
This low maintenance multi-stemmed evergreen
bedding plant is compact with a branching growth
habit. It features soft stems with tiny scale-like
silver foliage.
5” pot

‘Chocolate Sunrise’
24-36”H
Chocolate colored foliage compliments the golden
yellow blooms.
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CASSIA

‘Century Mix’
28”H
Exceptionally early blooming. Plumes are 12” long.

didymobotrya ‘Popcorn’

8-10’H
Butter yellow flowers held on vertical spikes. Foliage
has a slight popcorn scent when brushed. Attracts
bees, butterflies and or birds. Deer resistant.
Large Milaeger pot $9.99

CASTOR BEAN
A huge plant, with large, glossy, palmate leaves.
Interesting flowers and seed pods. It is a bold
tropical accent---perfect for large pots, as a tall
hedge, or as a specimen plant. The seeds are highly
poisonous if ingested. Self-sows.
‘Gibsonii’
4-5’H
The leaves and stems are a glossy deep burgundy.
The flowers are followed by interesting red-brown
egg-shaped seed capsules, making this an attractive
and unusual garden plant.

‘Fresh Look Orange’
14”H
The bright, non-fading plumes alone are up to 10”
high. New leaves cover old plumes so plants always
have a “fresh look”. Use in garden plantings and patio
pots. Vigorous. An All American Selections Winner.

‘Sanguineus’
10’H+
Leaves and stems that are blood red. The huge leaves
and tall stature of this castor bean make it an
excellent plant for using as a backdrop or “lending” a
tropical feel to a garden.
5” pot

‘Ice Cream Mix Imp’
10-12”H
Early, compact and well-branched makes this an ideal
bedding plant. Large, tight flower heads in a strong
mix of colors. (6 Pack)

CELOSIA (Cockscomb)
The brightly colored flowers are in shades of red,
pink, orange, salmon and cream. Very low maintenance.
Easy to grow---thrives in heat, humidity, drought and
rainy conditions. Tolerant of poor soil. Excellent cut
flowers for fresh or dried arrangements.
argentea cristata (Crested Type)
Brightly colored plumes of exotic form and texture.

‘Kimono Mix’
8”H
Very uniform, dwarf habit, with an unusually large
plume size. The mix includes red, orange, scarlet,
yellow, cream, salmon, and salmon pink. (6 pack)

‘Amigo Mix’

6”H
Very uniform, dwarf habit, with large velvety plumes,
which reach 8”. The mix includes red, pink, and yellow.

‘Kosmos Purple Red’
6-8”H
Abundant purple red flower spikes. (6 Pack)

‘Chief Mix’
40”H
Bred especially for cutting. Dense planting will yield
strong single stems. The blossoms are 6-8” across
and come in glowing shades of red, rose, and gold.

‘New Look Red’
15”H
Astonishing large, glowing red plumes and sultry dark
bronze foliage. An All American Selections Winner.

‘Amigo Mix’
8”H
Very uniform, dwarf habit, with large velvety plumes.
The mix includes red, pink, and yellow.

‘Dragon’s Breath’
20-24H
Striking red green foliage and deep-red blooms.
‘Intenz Dark Purple’
18”H
Eye-catching purple flowers that feel like
strawflowers to the touch. The foliage is medium
green with burgundy markings. This hardy plant is a
continuous bloomer that can take extreme wilting and
bounce right back.

‘Twisted’
16-20”H
Vivid rose red crested flowers have a twisted
appearance. Very unique flower shape.
plumosa (Plumed Type)
‘Arrabona Red’

14”H
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‘Intenz Lipstick’
18”H
Bold purple flower spikes. The foliage is medium
green with burgundy markings. This hardy plant is a
continuous bloomer that can take extreme wilting and
bounce right back.

fuzzy flowers look like chenille or cat’s tails. The
leaves are rich, shiny green ovals with toothed edges.
5” pot

‘Kelos Orange’
14”H
Large plumes of bright orange flowers with green
foliage. Great for containers.

‘Flambe Yellow’
8-14”H
Clusters of pom-pom like flowers all summer. Silver
green leaves with a trailing habit. Drought tolerant.
Excellent for pots and baskets.
5” pot

CHRYSOCEPHALUM

CITRUS
‘Clementine’
Sweet, juicy mandarin fruit are held on the outside
of the tree. Highly ornamental potted fruit tree.
‘Lemon-Improved Meyer’
A fragrant potted fruit tree that will grow bright
yellow lemons year round. Can be grown indoors or
outdoors (make sure to take inside during winter).
#2 Patio Tree $69.99

‘Kimono Mix’
8”H
Very uniform, dwarf habit, with an unusually large
plume size. The mix includes red, orange, scarlet,
yellow, cream, salmon, and salmon pink.

CLEOME (Spider Flower)

‘New Look Red’
12-18”H
Has prominent individual vertical spikes accompanied
by gorgeous bronze colored leaves. It does not need
to be deadheaded.
5” pot

This remarkable plant makes a stunning background
that, because of its height and breadth, can double
as a flowering shrub. In warm weather, growth is
rapid, producing sturdy stems that are prickly. The
blossoms add texture to the garden with their open
spidery petals. Cleome is most effective massed in
large beds or in pots with trailing plants at the base.

CESTRUM
‘Orange Peel’
72”H
A living bouquet of pure orange colored flowers.
These tubular flowers are sweetly fragrant in the
evening. Great in mixed borders.
Large Milaeger pot $15.99

‘Violet Queen’
60”H
Giant, open, 6” globes of flowers.
‘White Queen’ White Queen can emerge from the
ground.
‘Sparkler Rose’
36”H (6 Pack)
Heat and sun tolerant plants grow bushy and upright.
It can be used as an annual hedge.

CHENILLE

‘Sparkler Mix’
36”H (6 Pack)
Heat and sun tolerant plants grow bushy and upright.
It can be used as an annual hedge.
‘Senorita Rosalita’
24-48”H
Flowers on the top and sides of the plant with vivid
pink flowers. No thorns, and not sticky. Maintains a
strong upright habit. Dark leaves.
‘Senorita Pequena Rosalita’
18-36”H
Slightly shorter and more compact version of the
Senorita. Pequena is ideal for smaller beds or where
less height is needed.
Large Milaeger pot $9.99

‘Red Firetails’
12-18”
Flowers all summer with small, fuzzy, red tail-like
flowers. Great in pots, baskets or as a houseplant.
Also known as “Summer Love” and “Cat’s Tail”. The
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COLEUS

x hybridus
These bright, exotic looking plants are perfect for
any shady or partly shady pots, baskets, and bedding.
Plant in well-drained soil; avoid overwatering. Many
gardeners pinch the insignificant flowers to keep the
plant neat. Unbeatable foliage color. The new, though
not widely used, name for Coleus is Solenostemon.
‘Dark Chocolate’
12-14”H (6 pack)
Unique chocolate color. Leaves are “pinked” from the
time they emerge. Will not go green.

‘Carefree Mix’
8-10”H
Red, burgundy and green

‘Fairway Ruby’
10”H
These extra-compact plants provide tons of color.

‘Chocolate Covered Cherry’
12-14”H (6 pack)
Bright red centers changing to wine red with narrow
lime green margins.
‘Festive Dance’
12”H
Fiery bright orange leaf centers, dark bronze edges.

‘Crimson Gold’
20-32”H (6 pack)
Deep red leaves with golden green edges.

‘Giant Exhibition Mix’
12-16”H (6 Pack)
Large foliage on small plants. Leaves reach 6-7” long
and up to 4” wide!
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‘Kong’ series
18-24” (6 Pack)
Huge leaves with exquisite markings.
 Jr. Green Halo white with wide green margins
 Jr. Rose
 Lime Sprite Dinner plate sized neon lime green
leaves with mahogany red insides
‘Watermelon’
24”H (6 pack)
Watermelon center with chartreuse edge. Burgundy
details. It’s color splashes across every leaf adding
high contrast color to partially shaded spots



Red

‘Wizard Mix’
10-12”H
Mid-sized foliage. Upright habit, so great for
containers.



Rose

‘Lime Delight’
20-32”H (6 pack)
Vibrant multi-patterned, lime green to green foliage

‘Wizard Sun Velvet Red’
12-14”H (6 pack)
True red to deep red with a very narrow white margin

‘Mighty Mosaic’
18-20”H (6 pack)
Green foliage splashed with gold and burgundy.

‘Alabama Sunset’
18”H
Deep purple to rose pink foliage, splashed with bright
green. Slightly scalloped edges.
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‘Apple Brandy’
24-34” mounding
Bicolored burgundy bronze foliage.
‘Campfire’
14-28” Mounding
True vibrant orange foliage.
‘Cuckoo’
8-16” mounding
This fast growing plant features uniquely lobed,
oxblood foliage with a vibrant gold-lime border.

‘Fishnet Stockings’
24-36”H
Striking green and burgundy variegation.

‘Dark Star’
12-24”H
Stunning dark purple leaves all summer.

‘Giant Exhibition Mix’
12-16”H
A mix of burgundy, scarlet, maroon, bronze, cream,
pink and white with serrated edges, colorful spotting
and dramatic veining.

‘Dipt in Wine’
20-36”H
Crimson and lime green.
‘Electric Slide’
18-24”H
Lightly ruffled, bright canary yellow foliage with red
veins and edged in emerald green. This tricolored
beauty will really stands out in low light.

‘Henna’
18-24”H
Serrated foliage in a unique chartreuse to copper
color complemented by dark burgundy undersides.

‘Finger Paint’
16-20”H
Bright red, purple and yellow heart-shaped leaves.
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‘Hottie’
24-30”H Trailing
Lime green leaves with magenta veins on young leaves.
As this plant matures, it’s leaves become more and
more magenta, giving it a multicolored look.
‘Ignition’
8”H Mounding
This naturally dense, bushy plant has blazing red to
hot pink leaves sometimes edged with lime green or
charcoal.

‘Lava Rose’

20-36”H

‘Lime Time’
20-36”H
This plant works great in both sun and shade. It
boasts neon-bright chartreuse green foliage with
pale blue flowers late in the season.
‘Kingswood Torch’
10-14”H
Magenta and burgundy.

‘Kong Red’

‘Merlin’s Magic’
10-16”H
A compact grower that will handle sun or shade. A
mixture of fuchsia, burgundy, lime green and cream.

18-24”H

‘Oxford Street’
12-16”H
This low maintenance, bedding plant has serrated
pointy, cherry red leaves with lime green edges and
splashes of dark red.

‘Kong Rose’
18-24”
Huge leaves with exquisite markings.

‘Pink Chaos’
10-16”H
A chaotic blend of bright pink, mint green and white.
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Electric Coral – burgundy, light green



Gold Anemone Large, lush grower that features
light green leaves with deeply-lobed “tentacles”
that have a purple edge to them.

‘Redhead’
18-24”H
Bright true red leaves.
‘Riverwalk’
12-16”H
A fast-growing bedding plant with pointy, dark lime
green leaves and distinctive chartreuse veins.
‘Shocker’
24” Mounding
Lime green background with showy red centers.

‘Velveteen’
8-16” Mounding
Fuchsia and burgundy foliage.
‘Sedona’
Orange-red.

12-18”H

‘Timmy’
3-9”H
Small, lobed crimson leaves with a bright lime green
edge. This compact, little guy works great in porch
pots or containers.
‘Under the Sea’ series
Very attractive unique
underwater plants.




14-18”H
foliage! Reminiscent

of

‘Wasabi’

Bonefish – coral, chartreuse
Copper Coral burgundy, chartreuse and yellow

18-24”H- green

‘Wedding Train’
18-24”H
Burgundy and lime edged.
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CRASPEDIA (Billy Button)

‘Zooey’
9”H
A low spreading habit of narrow, spiky yellow green
leaves with magenta centers.
5” pot

craspedia globosa

‘Early Blue’
10”H x 14” W
A relative of morning glories. Lavender blue flowers.
Blooms prolifically in summer on a neat mound.
5” pot

‘Sun Ball’
24-30”H
Commonly known as Drumstick, it is a wildflower
native to New Zealand, Australia and Tasmania, that
produces brilliant yellow, 1” globes on long silvery
green stems. Blooms all season and is very popular for
cutting. The flower heads are tough, making them an
exceptional dried flower for arrangements.
5” pot

COPROSMA

CROSSANDRA

CONVOLVULUS

‘Orange Marmalade’
Vibrant orange.
5” pot

‘Tequila Sunrise’
34-36”H
Dramatic, glossy green leaves with bright golden
variegation adds a splash of color to containers. The
shiny oval leaves turn rusty orange and red in cold
weather.
5” pot

18-24”H

CROTON
‘Assorted’
Foliage that encompasses colors and can be used for
several different uses. The leaves are elongated and
hearty which grow in layers. Incorporates greens,
reds, and oranges.
5” pot

COSMOS
bipinnatus

Bushy, floriferous plants, with 2½-3” single daisy
flowers. A beautiful garden plant, also well-suited for
containers. Very free flowering and long lasting cut
flower. Does well in dry soil and blooms all summer.

CUPHEA
‘Fidel’s Mix’
8”H
Pastel flower color mix.

‘Casanova Mix’
12”H
This mix features shades of red, pink and white with
yellow centers.

‘Dynamite’ (Cigar Plant)
10-12”H
Unique “firecracker” blooms add a distinctive touch
to mixed containers.

‘Cosmic Mix’
12”H
Vibrant mix of orange, red and yellow flowers.

hyssopifola ‘White’ (Mexican Heather)

6-8”H
Small flowers all summer on trim, tidy plants. Needs
fertile soil to maintain a neat habit. Good for edges
and pots. Small, glossy green leaves are very cute.

‘Cutesy Mix’
20”H
A lovely mix of white, rose, light pink, and purple.
More compact than other bipinnatus types.
‘Sonata’ series
24”H
A mix of wine, pink, white, and blush with gold center.
 Pink
 White
 Mix

llavea ‘Tiny Mice’ (Bat Face)

10-12”H

llavea ‘Totally Tempted’

10-12”H
Bright crimson flowers on a compact, mounded plant.

rosea ‘Lavender Lace’

12-18”H
Covered with small delicate dark lavender blossoms.

‘Versailles Mix’
36-48”H
A huge type, with 4-6” flowers. This is a Japanese
series bred for cutting, with long, strong stems and a
dense habit. Begins blooming at two feet tall.

‘Sriracha Rose’
14-18”H
A heat loving, easy to grow plant that produces big
rose blooms that flower all summer long.
‘Vermillionaire’
18-28”H
A dark-green leafed foliage with bright, showy
orange tubular flowers that bloom all along the stems.
These plants are a favorite of hummingbirds,
Vermillionaire is known to be swarming with them.
5” pot

‘Xanthis’
24”H
Soft buttery yellow flowers.
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DAHLIA

DAHLIA (4ppp)

From the mountainous areas of Central America. Good
for containers or bedding. Excellent for cutting.
Those grown for cut flowers are best grown on their
own in rows where competition is minimal. Using a
fertilizer with too much nitrogen causes them to
grow too fast and they end up with weak stems and
flopping flowers. Use a bulb food or bone meal that is
high in phosphorous, especially with the large
flowered varieties.

‘Babylon Red’ (44”-48”)
‘Emory Paul’ (36”-40”)
‘Omega’ (30”-40”)
‘Vancouver’ (34”-36”)
‘Mixed’
19” Cascade Urn $79.99

DAISY

Chrysanthemum
Thymophylla (Dahlberg Daisy)

‘Diablo Mix’
18”H
Single to semi-double flowers on deep bronze leaves.

t. ‘Golden Fleece’

6”H trailing
Aromatic, fine foliage is attractive and mossylooking. Small yellow daisies flower all summer into
the fall. Impressive when massed. Excellent in rock
gardens and mixed containers. Loves it hot and dry.

‘Fresco Mix’
12”H
Double flowers in a full range of colors.
‘Harlequin Mix’
12-14”H
Semi-double bicolor mix.
‘Dalaya Pink + Lemon’ (Shari)
Bicolor pink and lemon yellow flowers.

16-18”H

DIANTHUS (Sweet William, Cottage Pinks)

‘Dalaya Pink + Rose Eye’ (Yogi)
16-18”H
Bright pink flowers with a red eye.
‘Midi Dalina Series’
A compact habit that produces huge fully double
flowers that have striking colors. Each plant will
bloom a bounty of large globe shaped flowers. They
grow to about 8 inches high and spread about 8
inches.
 Corsica sunny yellow
 Mariana rosy red
 Tuvalo pink with dark pink tips
5” pot

‘Ideal Select Violet’
8-10”H
Violet red centers with bright pink ruffled edges.
‘Ideal Select Mix’
8-10”H
Extra-large flowers on a dwarf dianthus.

DAHLIA (Dinner Plate Types)
‘Max Dalina Series’
A compact habit that produces huge double flowers
that have striking colors. Each plant will bloom a
bounty of large globe shaped flowers. They grow to
about 16 inches high and spread about 17 inches.
 Bonita Purple with white centers
 Cancun Dark purple white tips
 Tampico Red with white tips
‘Dahlightful Sultry Scarlet’ Double scarlet flowers
‘Firepot’ orange-red with yellow center
‘Mystic Illusion’ Light butter yellow
‘Tahiti Sunrise’ Yellow and rose red.
‘Vancouver’ 8”+ reddish purple with white edges
Large Milaeger pot $9.99

‘Jolt Cherry’
10-24”H
Cherry red fringed flowers.
‘Jolt Pink’
10-24”H
Extra-large bright pink fringed flowers.

DIASCIA (Twinspur)
A sprawling plant from South Africa. Perfect for
containers where it tumbles over the edge with
interesting, colorful, tiny flowers all season.
‘Flirtation’ series
10-16”H
 ‘Orange’ – deep orange
 ‘White’ – white
5” pot
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DICHONDRA (Kidneyweed)
Easy to grow foliage plant with true cascading habit.
Branches well without pinching. Ideal companion plant
for containers, plus it can be used as a groundcover.
Drought and heat tolerant.

argentea ‘Emerald Falls’

2”H, trailing 36-48”

Dark green foliage.
5” pot

DIGIPLEXIS
A hybrid of Digitalis (Foxglove) and Isoplexis (Canary
Island Foxglove) these plants feature bushy, fastgrowing three foot tall spikes of large, multicolored
blooms with verdant, dark-green textured foliage.
‘Berry Canary’

‘Silverdust’
10”H
Very fine, silvery white foliage.
also available in 5” pots

36”H

ELEPHANT’S EAR $13.99

‘Illumination Raspberry’
36”H
Strong vertical spikes of raspberry-pink, rose-pink
and violet-pink tipped, tubular flowers with cream
colored throats. They bloom spring through hard
frost. These plants make a spectacular show of nonstop blazing summer color.
Large Milaeger pot $11.99

Elephant’s Ear likes moisture and humidity. They do
especially well planted on the pond’s edge. Wonderful
for making a bold statement in large containers.

Alocasia

Ebony $34.99
Ivory Coast $34.99
Mayan Mask $13.99
Morocco $34.99
Serengeti $34.99

DIPLADENIA
‘Garden Crimson’
6-8”H
Red. Glossy green leaves showcase the crimson
blooms that attract hummingbirds all season.
5” pot

Colocasia

Black Magic $17.99
Coffee Cups $13.99
Electric Blue Gecko $13.99
Heart of the Jungle $13.99
Illustris $17.99
Imperial Gigante $13.99
Madeira $17.99
Mojito $17.99
Royal Hawaiian Black Coral $17.99
Royal Hawaiian Hawiian Punch $17.99
Royal Hawaiian Maue Gold $17.99
Sangria $17.99

DOROTHEANTHUS (Livingstone Daisy)
‘Mezoo Trailing Red’
6-8”H x 18-20”W
Sprawling to mounding with succulent green leaves
edged in white. Small bright red flowers. A great
little accent plant for containers.
5” pot

DUSTY MILLER
Senecio cineraria

EUCALYPTUS

Ideal for edging, bedding, and containers. Great in
hot dry areas. Avoid over-watering. Silver foliage
provides excellent contrast for strong colors
.

gunnii ‘Silver Drop’

18”H
Round silvery leaves are small and held oppositely on
lots of loosely spreading branches. Very popular for
dried and fresh arrangements. Nice aromatic scent.
5” pot
Tree #5 container $59.99

Questions?
Email us at
gardenquestions@milaegers.com
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FERNS

EUPATORIUM (Joe-Pye Weed)
‘Elegant Feather’
24-48”H
Lacy cosmos-like foliage that sways in the wind. It
looks delicate, but is a strong, upright grower.
Amazing in combinations and large groupings. Covered
with small white flowers in late summer.
5” pot

ASPARAGUS FERN (Emerald Fern)

EUPHORBIA
‘Breathless Blush’
12-18”H
Very similar to the popular ‘Diamond Frost’, but with
pink blushed flowers and red blushed leaves. Covered
with showy flowers all summer.

Asparagus sprengerii

16”H
A ferny plant that is a perfect choice for mixed pots.
It forms a clump of slender, sometimes prickly stems
clothed with thousands of thin flat branches that
look like evergreen needles. It creates a diaphanous
effect. Can easily be grown indoors. It tolerates
drought because it stores water in fleshy tubercles
on its roots, but regular watering is best.
3¼” pot $3.99
Assorted Ferns
Great fillers in mixed containers.
5” pot

’Diamond Delight’
6-12”H
A tough as nails little plant with an abundant display
of petite white blooms. 25% shorter than ‘Diamond
Frost’ it’s a perfect combination plant; it adds a trace
of white texture to any container combo, similar to
what Baby’s Breath does with roses.
’Diamond Frost’
12-18”H
Nice rounded habit with clouds of small, airy white
flowers all summer. Wispy form adds style and
texture to mixed containers.
5” pot

FOUR O’CLOCKS

EVOLVULUS (Blue Eyes)

Mirabilus jalapa ‘Country Garden Mix’

18-36”H
Bright flower color. Ever-blooming from summer to
frost. Flowers remain closed most of the day, opening
in the mid-afternoon (around 4 o’clock) and will also
open if it is cloudy. An old-fashioned fragrant flower
to enjoy during the summer evenings on your patio.

‘Blue My Mind’
6-12”H, trailing habit
Hawaiian Blue Eyes. Powder-blue flowers with white
eyes. Blue gray foliage. Great for mixed planters--bushy, trailing habit covers the sides of containers.
Thrives in heat.
5” pot

FUCHSIA
Attractive, distinctive flowers borne throughout
summer. Prefers cooler, less humid conditions. Can be
pinched to encourage blooms. Attract hummingbirds.

FELICIA (Blue Marguerite Daisy)
heterophylla ‘Cape Town Blue’

8-12”Hb
Grown for their masses of daisy-like, true-blue
flowers with yellow discs. Compact, free-flowering,
and heat tolerant. Use for bedding and containers.
5” pot

‘Autumnale’
6-18”H
A trailing variety unique for its gold leaves flushed
with purple and orange. Great for mixed planters.
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‘Ballerina’
6-12”H
Appears as though the flowers are ballerinas that are
wearing white dresses. The flowers have both upward
and downward leaves. The upward leaves are a
beautiful red while the downward leaves are white.
To finish off the ballerina the filaments are pink like
ballerina shoes.

‘Swingtime’
12-24”H
Long red tubes and sepals with double white corollas.

‘Beacon Rosa’
28-36”H
Evergreen shrub that has green foliage and soft pink
flowers that hang downward. This will reach a height
and spread of about 35 inches.

Part shade or bright shade is best with consistently
moist acidic soil that is rich in organic matter.
Remove spent flowers to keep plant tidy. Fertilize
regularly with a fertilizer for acid loving plants.

‘Turkish Delight’
Red and purple flowers.
5” pot

12-18”H

GARDENIA

‘Black Prince’
24”H
An upright, bushy shrub with oval, dark green leaves
and large sepal blooms of red with red-streaked, dark
purple corollas. This plant also produces small fruits
that are great for attracting birds

j. augusta ‘Veitchii’

12-24”H
Highly prized for the profusion of sweetly fragrant
semi–double blooms, great for cut flowers. Beautiful
specimen, its upright branches are covered with
glossy foliage. Terrific container plant.
Large Milaeger pot $13.99

‘Blue Eyes’
4-8”H
Dwarf. Pink sepals over blue double corollas.

‘August Beauty’
60”H
Prolific bloomer. Large sweetly scented, velvety white
flowers. Superb for cut flower arrangements.
#1 Patio tree $34.99

‘Dark Eyes’
24”H
Deep red tubes and sepals, and deep violet blue
double corollas. Upright with a bushy habit.
‘Gartenmeister Bonstedt’
12-36”H
A strong upright shrub that has clusters of dark red
leaves and green foliage. Heat tolerant
5” pot/ 12” Imperial Planter $34.99

GAURA (Butterfly Kisses)
‘Belleza Dark Pink’
12-18”H
A fast growing, upright and compact, butterfly
magnet with dark pink star-shaped flowers on tall,
sturdy stems. Use this plant to add a delicate
texture to your garden composition.

‘General Monk White/Red’
18”H
Bloom has two layers. The top star shaped layer is
red. The second layer is white with pink filaments.
‘Knockout’
18”H
Bloom has two layers. The top star shaped layers are
red, purple, and pink. The second layer is white and
pink

‘Belleza Dark White’
12-18”H
A fast growing, upright and compact, butterfly
magnet with white star-shaped flowers on tall, sturdy
stems. Use this plant to add a delicate texture to
your garden composition.

‘LaCampanella’
12”H
Bloom has two layers. The top star shaped layer is
white with a pink receptacle. The second layer is
purple with hints of red and red filaments and one
white one.

‘Stratosphere Pink Picotee’
12-24”H
A compact upright gaura that can grow to be 20” tall.
Has star shaped flowers that are blush colored and
that hover above the foliage. These flowers only open
up a few at a time.
5” pot

‘Marinka’
12-18”H
Bell shaped red flowers.
‘Miniroos’
26”H
Bloom has two layers. The top star shaped layer is
white and the lower layer is pink with white
filaments.

GAZANIA
Large daisy-like, very brightly colored blossoms. The
lance-shaped leaves are usually fuzzy. Native to
Africa, this is a heat loving plant that tolerates fairly
dry conditions. Great for bedding and containers.

‘Ortenburger Festival’
36”H
Bloom has two layers. The top star shaped layer is
red and the lower layer is purple and red with pink
filaments.

rigens ‘Big Kiss Red’

8-10”H (6 Pack)
Mahogany red flowers have darker central rings. The
largest flowered bedding gazania.
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GERANIUM (3¼” pot)
‘Pinto Premium Series”
A uniformed habit that has cluster of delicate
flowers of bright colors. These geraniums have large
blooms on shorter stems that grow to be 13-15” tall
and 11-13” wide. Heat tolerant and disease resistant.
 Deep Red
 Deep Rose
 Lavender
 Orange Bicolor
 Violet
 White
 White to Rose White petals transition to a rose
color as the flowers grow

r. ‘Big Kiss Yellow Flame’

24”H (6 Pack)
The largest flowered bedding gazania.

r. ‘Kiss Mix’

9”H
A bouquet of large daisy-type flowers on short
stems. Flower colors include yellow, gold, orange and
burgundy. Foliage is a mound of green leaves.

GERANIUM (5” pot)

r. ‘New Day Bright Mix’

8-10”H
Contains Bronze Shades, Yellow, Clear Orange, Pink
Shades. Bred to deliver larger flowers, shorter
peduncles and beefier-looking plants.

‘Allure’ series
14-18”H
Strong vigor and high tolerance to stressful weather
make this an excellent choice for mass plantings.
Works very well in containers also.

GERANIUM (Pelargonium cultorum)
Geraniums are one of the most popular garden plants.
They are unbeatable for their heat and drought
tolerance, and amazing flower power. We have a wide
selection of flower colors and plant types. Geraniums
prefer at least 6 hours of sun and light, well-drained
soil. Avoid getting the leaves and flowers wet---water
at the base of the plant. For the most prolific
blooming, feed regularly with an all-purpose plant
food and remove spent blooms---they snap off easily
at the base of the flower stem. Geraniums are a
completely reliable plant for adding bright color to
garden beds, baskets, and containers. The genus
pelargonium is almost entirely native to South Africa.
Geraniums:
3.25” dark yellow or black pot $2.49 each
(25.79 cubic inch / 14.3 oz. / 422 ml.)
5” (small) Milaeger pot $5.49 each
12-35 plants (mix & match) $4.99 each
36 or more plants (mix & match) $4.49 each
(61.02 cubic inch / 1.06 qt. / 1.00 l.)
6.5” pot $9.99
(158.65 cubic inch / 2.75 qt. / 2.60 l.)
11” cascade urn $24.99
(2.46 gallons / 9.3 l.)
12” imperial planter $34.99
(3.4 gallons / 12.87 l.)
13” decorative planter $39.99
(3.4 gallons / 12.87 l.)



Pink Sizzle intense deep pink, lighter pink center



Tangerine tangerine-orange

‘Americana’ series
15-18”H
Upright geraniums with a stocky, well-branched habit.
Excellent heat tolerance. True green leaves.
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Dark Red



Dark Red



Hot Pink



Lavender Rose



Scarlet Fire

Pink
White

White Splash

‘Calliope’ series
12-18”H
Vigorous grower with a mounding to semi-trailing
habit. Spreads more than regular zonals, but doesn’t
trail as much as ivy geraniums.
 Crimson Flame
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 Classic Dark Salmon Dark salmon semi-double
flowers





Raspberry Twizzle



Violet

Classic Salmon Light salmon semi-double flowers

‘Fantasia’ series
10-12”H
The best uniformity in habit of any dark leaved
geranium. Masses of huge, semi-double flowers in rich
colors stand out in massed or mixed beds and
containers. Maintains healthy color through the
hottest summer weather as well as cool conditions.
‘Presto Dark Fuchsia’
8-10”H
Large fuchsia-red flowers. Uniform and compact.
‘Rocky Mountain’ series’
15-18”H
Zonal geranium. Vigorous plant, but is also well
branched with an even, round habit.



Pink Shell
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Dark Red



Light Pink
‘Tango’
10-12”H
Huge, semi-double bright red flowers all summer.

FANCY GERANIUM (5” pot)
‘Chocolate’
Dark foliage.



12”H

Royal Red

‘Crystal Palace Gem’
12-14”H
Bright red flowers. Rounded, chartreuse and green
variegated leaves.



Violet

‘Fireworks Bicolor’
16-20”H
Cherry-white bicolor flowers.


‘Glitterati Ice Queen’
14”H
Green and white heavily variegated foliage. Redorange flowers.

White

Questions?

‘Happy Thought’
12”H
Green and white variegated foliage. Pink flowers.

Email us at
gardenquestions@milaegers.com
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SCENTED GERANIUM (5” pot)

‘Mrs. Pollock’
12-18”H
This plant is known for its amazing foliage!
Distinctive round palmate green leaves that have a
wide band of reddish brown with beautiful yellow
edges and stems topped with tomato-red flowers.

‘Angels Perfume’
12-14”H
A gorgeous show of burgundy and pink blooms with
citrusy lemon-scented bright green, ruffled foliage.
‘Attar of Roses’
12-36”H
Rose-scented leaves with clusters of little, pale-pink
flowers. These flowers are edible and can be used in
sorbets and jellies to make an attractive confetti or
garnish. Also, try adding some leaves to your bath
water for a relaxing, rose-scented experience!

‘Citriodorum’

24-36”H
A delicate lemony orange citrus-scented geranium
that has green foliage and light blush pink flowers.
This plant is said to repel mosquitos, a bonus for our
Wisconsin summers! Deadhead faded flowers to
encourage more blooms.
‘Occold Shield’
12-15”H
Coral red flowers above rounded golden green leaves
with bronze centers.

‘Concolor Lace’
18-24”H
This plant features a compact, light green, lacy
foliage with a sweet nutty scent likened to hazelnuts.
Its flowers are deep violet to red with dark
feathering on the upper petals.
‘Fragrans’
12-36”H
Tiny white flowers with rose streaks that grow in
trailing clusters with small, rounded, grayish-green,
nutmeg scented leaves. The crushed leaves can be
used to give a unique flavor to coffee or teas.
‘Lady Plymouth’
18-24”H
A strongly eucalyptus-scented geranium that has
variegated green foliage with creamy-white edges
and small, light mauve-pink flowers.

‘Vancouver Centennial’
12”H
Maple-like leaves with dark heavy markings. Single
scarlet flowers.

‘Lemona’
18-24”H
Lemony, citrus scent. Dried leaves make a great
addition to potpourris or herb pillows.
‘Orange Fizz’
18-24”H
Sweet citronella orange scented pink flowers with a
darker blotch in middle.
‘Lemona’
18-24”H
Lemony, citrus scent. Dried leaves make a great
addition to potpourris or herb pillows.
‘Sweet Mimosa’
12-16”H
Clusters of shell pink blooms with dark pink and white
accents. This plant features deeply lobed, rose
balsam scented leaves

‘Wilhelm Languth’
15-18”H
Vivid scarlet-red flowers contrast beautifully with
this plant’s white-margined variegated leaves.
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IVY LEAF GERANIUM (5” pot)
Superb plants for containers or hanging baskets. The
leaves are semi-glossy and resemble ivy leaves.
Double Flowered
‘Precision’ series’
10-12”H
Compact habit. Holds its shape. Well suited for
containers and baskets.

 White Red Eye
Single Flowered
‘Blizzard’ series
12-14”H
Vigorous with excellent branching, these heat
tolerant ivies feature huge self-cleaning single
flowers.





Burgundy Ice



Blue deep, lavender blue



Red

Dark Burgundy

‘Cascade Series’
6-12”H
These iviy geraniums are vigorous and carefree,
requiring minimal maintenance. Similar to ‘Blizzards’
but with a slightly smaller leaf and flower size.



Lavender Blue
Red Ice
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GERANIUM (6½” pot)
‘Allure’ series
14-18”H
Strong vigor and high tolerance to stressful weather
make this an excellent choice for mass plantings.
Works very well in containers also.

 Sofie Light salmon-pink single flowers. A favorite
of the Milaeger family. One of the best ivy
geraniums.



Pink Sizzle intense deep pink, lighter pink center



Tangerine tangerine-orange

White White flowers

IVY/ZONAL LEAF GERANIUMS (5” pot)
‘Caliente’ series
12-16”H
The exceptional heat tolerance of zonals combined
with the semi-trailing habit of ivy geraniums.
Abundant single flowers cover the healthy leaves all
summer. Versatile – they can be grown upright in pots
and in hanging baskets. Easy to grow.








‘Calliope’ series
12-18”H
Vigorous grower with a mounding to semi-trailing
habit. Spreads more than regular zonals, but doesn’t
trail as much as ivy geraniums.
 Crimson Flame

Deep Red
Orange
Pink
Rose
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Dark Red

‘Rocky Mountain’ series
15-18”H
Zonal geranium. Vigorous plant, but is also well
branched with an even, round habit.










Hot Pink



Dark Red



Light Pink



Violet



White

Lavender Rose

Scarlet Fire

Classic Dark Salmon
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REGAL GERANIUMS
If you haven’t tried Regal Geraniums you are missing
something great. This is an ideal container plant, with
delightful, bold colors and pansy-like markings. 12-15”
in height. Formerly “Martha Washington” geraniums.
‘Elegance’ series








Purple Picotee



Royal Lilac

Burgundy
Hot Pink Blush

Imperial

 Royal Salmon
Large Milaeger pot $11.99

GERANIUM (11” Cascade Urn)
‘Allure’ series
14-18”H
Strong vigor and high tolerance to stressful weather
make this an excellent choice for mass plantings.
Works very well in containers also.

 Red Velvet
‘Graziosa’ series



Merlot Red
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Pink Sizzle intense deep pink, lighter pink center



Tangerine tangerine-orange

‘Calliope’ series
12-18”H
Vigorous grower with a mounding to semi-trailing
habit. Spreads more than regular zonals, but doesn’t
trail as much as ivy geraniums.
 Crimson Flame



Scarlet Fire



Classic Dark Salmon

‘Rocky Mountain’ series
15-18”H
Zonal geranium. Vigorous plant, but is also well
branched with an even, round habit.






Dark Red



Dark Red



Light Pink

Hot Pink

Lavender Rose
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Questions?
Email us at
gardenquestions@milaegers.com



Violet



White

‘Calliope’ series
12-18”H
Vigorous grower with a mounding to semi-trailing
habit. Spreads more than regular zonals, but doesn’t
trail as much as ivy geraniums.
 Crimson Flame

GERANIUM (12” Imperial Planter)
‘Allure’ series
14-18”H
Strong vigor and high tolerance to stressful weather
make this an excellent choice for mass plantings.
Works very well in containers also.







Dark Red



Hot Pink



Lavender Rose

Pink Sizzle intense deep pink, lighter pink center

Tangerine tangerine-orange
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Violet



White

Scarlet Fire

GERANIUM (13” Decorative Planter)



‘Allure’ series
14-18”H
Strong vigor and high tolerance to stressful weather
make this an excellent choice for mass plantings.
Works very well in containers also.

Classic Dark Salmon

‘Rocky Mountain’ series
15-18”H
Zonal geranium. Vigorous plant, but is also well
branched with an even, round habit.







Pink Sizzle intense deep pink, lighter pink center



Tangerine tangerine-orange

Dark Red

Light Pink
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‘Calliope’ series
12-18”H
Vigorous grower with a mounding to semi-trailing
habit. Spreads more than regular zonals, but doesn’t
trail as much as ivy geraniums.
 Crimson Flame



Classic Dark Salmon

‘Rocky Mountain’ series
15-18”H
Zonal geranium. Vigorous plant, but is also well
branched with an even, round habit.









Dark Red



Dark Red



Light Pink



Violet



White

Hot Pink

Lavender Rose

Scarlet Fire
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GERBERA DAISY (Transvaal Daisy)

GLECHOMA (Creeping Charlie, Ground Ivy)

Gerbera have single or double daisy-like flowers and
basal green leaves. Full sun and moderately fertile,
well-drained soil is best. They don’t like wet feet.
Lovely in pots, garden groupings, and cut bouquets.
Native to Africa, Madagascar, Asia, and Indonesia.

A structural plant that is great for trailing in mixed
baskets, window boxes, and patio pots. Fills in quickly.
‘Variegated’
3-6”H
A fast creeping ground ivy with round green leaves
dappled in creamy white and small deep blue flowers.
5” pot

‘Cartwheel Autumn Colors Mix’
16-18”H
Striking blend of fall colors, including shades of gold,
yellow, orange and red. Large semi-double flowers.
Makes a great container plant.

GOMPHRENA (Globe Amaranth)
The flowers of the Globe Amaranth are famous for
their long vase life and, when carefully dried, they
will hold their color and form indefinitely. Beautiful in
dried arrangements with baby’s breath. Great choice
for hot dry locations. Avoid overwatering.

‘Flori Line’ series
10-18”H
Quick flowering, compact and uniform plant habits
with a wide range of bright colored flowers. This
series comes in different flower sizes and shapes
known as maxi and midi.
 Midi Dark Fireball orange flowers with a yellow
inner ring and a dark – almost black – center
 Midi Eyecatcher Purple Magenta flowers with
black centers featuring a white halo around the black
 Midi Eyecatcher Red Red flowers with black
centers featuring a white halo around the black

globosa ‘Las Vegas Mix’

16-20”H

Pink, purple and white.

‘Jaguar Formula Mix’
10-12”H
This plant displays up to five 3-4” blooms at one time
on 10-12” thick stems. Shades of yellow, pink, red and
orange as well as white.
‘Jaguar Yellow Dark Center’
10-12”H
This plant displays up to five 3-4” bright yellow
blooms at one time on 10-12” thick stems.
5” pot

g. rubra ‘All Around Purple’

24”H

Dark purple 1” flowers.

haageana ‘Strawberry Fields’

24”H
Our most popular gomphrena for cut flowers. The
first and best true red, a blaze in the landscape.

‘Garvinea’ assortment
14-18”H
Hardy three season Gerbera bred specifically for the
outdoors. It will begin flowering late spring and
continue thoughout the summer and into mid autumn.
This series not only stands up to all kinds of weather,
but also demonstrates a high resistance to pests and
disease.
Large Milaeger pot $11.99

‘All Around Purple’
24”H
Cheery globes of spikey magenta flowers with dark
green leaves. Will grow in partial shade but does best
in full sun. Too much shade reduces blooming and
makes these plants lanky.
5” pot
‘Pink Zazzle’
12-16”H
This well branched, prolific bloomer produces large,
3” wide hot pink to fuchsia flowers with fuzzy green
leaves and stems. These flowers are often seen in
Hawaiian leis because of their exotic beauty and
lasting qualities.
Large Milaeger pot $9.99

GERMAN IVY (Greenery)
Delairea odorata (Senecio)
Can be grown indoors or out. A classy alternative to
vinca vine---it can be used in the same way. Pointed
dark green, gently curved leaves. From South Africa.
5” pot
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FIBER OPTIC GRASS

GRASS (ornamental)

‘Live Wire’
Grows to be 6 to 8 inches high. It has long narrow
green shoots that have a tiny white ball at the end.
It is the illusion of the tiny white balls that give it a
fiber-optic look
5” pot

CAREX
buchananii ‘Red Rooster’

24”H
Rich reddish bronze fine leaves. An ideal accent grass
for adding architectural significance in containers--on its own or with other flowers or foliage plants.
5” pot

JUNCUS (Rush)

CORDYLINE (Dracaena)
australis ‘Red Sensation’

‘Blue Dart’
36”H
Blue leaves are slightly twisted or corkscrewed.

48”H
Dramatic purple-red sword shaped leaves. Best color
in full sun. Fabulous specimen plant in beds or pots.

‘Blue Arrows’
36”H
Straight spiky blades of dark blue-green.

a. ‘Red Star’

48-60”H
Burgundy red leaves.
Large Milaeger pot $11.99

‘Twisted Dart’
14-16”H
Known for its stiff, upright and twisted blue-green
foliage. This is a hardy, compact little Juncus that
works great in containers and hanging baskets.

‘Electric Flash’
48”-60”
Chocolate colored center with cream margins.

‘Twister’
12-14”H
Glossy dark green curly leaves that thrive in wet
conditions. Great for use in bog or pond gardening.
5” pot

‘Electric Pink’
48”-60”
Bright pink with a narrow maroon center stripe.
‘Electric Star’
48”-60”
Medium green leaves with burgundy or maroon
irregular central stripes.
Large Milaeger pot $13.99

ORNAMENTAL MILLET
‘Jade Princess’
36-48”H
Intense lime green leaves.

indivisa (Green Spike)
24”H (greenery)
This is a great upright accent plant in any
combination, with long, narrow, spiky green leaves.
3¼” pot $3.99

‘Purple Baron’
30-40”H
The young plants are green at first, turning a purplish
color as they age.
Large Milaeger pot $11.99

CYPERUS (Rush, Umbrella Plant)
All of these are superb textural accents for pots and
water gardens. Best in sun to part shade, with wet to
moist soil. Grass-like slender spikes, topped with
graceful, umbrella-like spheres. Native to Africa.

PENNISETUM (Red Fountain Grass)
Annual red fountain grass. From mid-summer through
fall it bears pink to purple-pink spikes that arch and
gently nod in the wind. Mound-forming, densely
tufted grass with graceful rich purple leaves. Great
in mixed pots on the patio. Try it with acid green
sweet potato vine and Petunia ‘Purple Wave.’

‘Cleopatra’
12-18”H
A versatile heat tolerant Cyperus that thrives in sun
or shade and has glossy green umbels that look like
star-bursts. This plant creates a wonderful exotic
focal point in small pools, ponds and pots.
5” pot

‘Dwarf Purple Fountain Grass’
24-36”H
Dwarf version. Rich purple foliage that have burgundy
colored seed heads that have a tendency to grow in
an arch. Requires little to no maintenance.
5” pot

‘King Tut’ (Miniature Umbrella Papyrus)
48-72”H
Vigorous in and out of water. Shade tolerant.
Large Milaeger pot $11.99

‘Fireworks’
36”H
A fresh look for the popular fountain grass.
Variegated with stripes of red, pink, burgundy, green
and white.
5” pot / Large Milaeger pot $9.99

papyrus ‘Percamenthus’

18-20”H
Has the compactness of Dwarf Papyrus, but with very
large “tufts” at the top of the foliage.
Large Milaeger pot $9.99
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‘First Knight’
24-36”H
The deepest, darkest, blackest purple
Fountain Grasses.
Large Milaeger pot $11.99

of

HIBISCUS

the

Solitary, five-petaled, exotic looking flowers. Very
attractive patio plant. Likes slightly sweet soil. Avoid
pests and discoloration by not allowing to dry out--be sure to water thoroughly. Can be brought inside.

‘Purple Fountain Grass’
48”H
Rich purple foliage that have burgundy colored seed
heads that have a tendency to grow in an arch.
Requires little to no maintenance.
5” pot/ Large Milaeger pot $9.99 & $13.99

5” pot Hibiscus
‘Little Zen’ Mahogany foliage. Hold its shape well.
4½” Hibiscus
$8.99
 ‘Antigua Wind’ red flowers with a darker red
center
 ‘Cayman Wind’ lavender/pink flowers that have a
red center
 ‘Montego Wind’ orange flowers with pink centers
 ‘Tahiti Wind’ yellow flowers with pink centers
 ‘Tortuga Wind’ red flowers
 ‘Tye-Dye Wind’ light pink flowers

GYPSOPHILA (Baby’s Breath)
muralis ‘Gypsy Deep Rose’

8-10”H (6 Pack)
The dark rose color and large flowers distinguish this
gypsophila from other varieties. Double and semidouble blooms on a compact plant. Perfect in beds and
pots. 2004 AAS Bedding Plant Award Winner.

6” Hibiscus
as marked
 ‘C’est Bon’ ruffled rosy pink edges in white
$17.99
 ‘Crown of Bohemia’ fully double golden flowers
with a touch of coral in the throat $17.99
 ‘Erin Rachel’ neon orange blending to vibrant pink
with a rich magenta center $17.99
 ‘Heat Flash’ golden flowers with deep pink
centers, ruffled edges $17.99
 ‘Java Sunrise’ semi-double deep orange $19.99
 ‘Mandarin Wind’ orange flowers $19.99
 ‘Montego Wind’ orange flowers with pink centers
$19.99
 ‘Orange Sunset Wind’ medium orange with a red
throat $19.99
 ‘Pink Tortuga Wind’ fluorescent pink $19.99
 ‘Sunny Wind’ vibrant yellow flowers $19.99
 ‘Tongo Wind’ deep red flowers $19.99
 ‘Tye-Dye Wind’ light pink flowers $19.99

HAMELIA (Firebush)
patens ‘Firefly’

5-8’H
Smaller that the species, Attractive during the
summer with reddish-orange flowers held above red
veined foliage, but is a real showstopper in the fall.
Flowers, stems as well as the fruit becomes a fiery,
glowing red.
5” pot

HELIOTROPE (Cherry Pie)
H. arborescens

Bushy little plant with dense flowerheads of tiny
sweetly scented flowers. They attract butterflies.
Dark green, wrinkled leaves that are sometimes
tinged with purple. Grow in any fertile, well-drained
soil in full sun. Great for containers or bedding.
‘Marine Blue’
12-18”H (6 Pack)
Deep purple flower clusters with a wonderful, strong
vanilla fragrance. Works well in containers and beds.
‘Marine Blue’

10” Hibiscus
$49.99
 ‘Brilliant Red’ bold red-hot
 ‘Cayman Wind’ lavender/pink flowers that have a
red center
 ‘Mandarin Wind’ orange flowers
 ‘Montego Wind’ orange flowers with pink centers
 ‘Saba Wind’ two tone lavender with a pink throat
 ‘Sunny Wind’ vibrant yellow flowers

6-12”H

‘Marine White’
6-12”H
Strong vanilla fragrance. White flowers and deep
green leaves.
5” pot

HEMIZYGIA
‘Candy Kisses’
18’H
Spikes of orchid pink flowers are held on tinted
stems with white and green variegated foliage.
5” pot
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HYPOESTES (Polka Dot)
phyllostachya ‘Splash Select’ series

8”H
Leaves are dotted and streaked with bright color.
Often grown as a houseplant for its foliage, the Polka
Dot Plant makes an outstanding bedding plant for
shade. Perfect companion plant for containers









Pink



Red



White

Red

Pink

White

Questions?
Email us at
gardenquestions@milaegers.com
 Mix
5” pot (4ppp)
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IMPATIENS (Busy Lizzie)
(Single-Flowered)
Impatiens are perfect for mass planting, hanging
baskets, window boxes and pots. They are ideal for
providing a fantastic color show all summer long in
mostly shady areas---many types grow well in full
shade. Moist, well-drained soil. Protect from wind.
‘Xtreme’ series
8-10”H
Compact plants produce incredible amounts of jumbo
2.5 inch flowers. Fast growing, very long-blooming,
and easy to grow.












Violet
White
Hot Mix
Lollipop Mix
Pastel Mix
Sapphire Mix
Super Elfin Paradise Mix
Tango Mix



Extreme Mix

Lilac




Orange
Red



Salmon Imp.

‘Super Elfin’ series
8-10”H
‘Super Elfin’ has been chosen as the Number One
Impatiens by the Ohio Florists’ Association. It is the
showiest annual for shade that we know of. Very
dwarf, with a basal branching habit.
 Bright Orange bright orange, white eye
 Lipstick magenta
 XP Pink
 XP Red deep red, more free flowering, compact

 XP Salmon Splash Orange-salmon eye on lighter
orange-salmon background.
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Violet




Violet Star
White

XP Violet purple violet
XP White

‘Tumbler’ series
14”H
Spans twice the length of ordinary impatiens and
ideal for shady locations where other impatiens may
struggle
 Rose

‘Englighten series’
14”H
Their extra petals combined with their distinctive
colors give them a one of a kind look that will flower
spontaneously all season.






Rose Star



Orange Flash



Flutter Bright Purple

Salmon
Scarlet
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IMPATIENS (Double)

‘Patchwork Peach Prism’
10-16”H
Low maintenance, with a mounding habit this plant has
dark green leaves with non-stop, tri-colored peach,
orange and apricot flowers all season long. It grows
best in morning sun and afternoon shade.
5” pot

‘Fiesta’ series
10-12”H
‘Fiesta’ continues to rank as the #1-rated double
impatiens series in trials across North America. It is
covered with double, rose-like flowers until frost.
Vigorous. Mounded, and naturally self-branching.
 Bonita Burgundy
 Bonita Pink
 Bonita Stardust Lavender
 Bonita White
 Sparkler Hot Pink

IMPATIENS (SunPatiens)
An impatiens that flourishes in the sun! These new
impatiens do well in full sun or shade and flower
profusely all summer up until frost. Nice mounded
habit. Bright 3” flowers.

‘Rockapulco’
10-20”H
Masses of double flowers that resemble miniature
roses. Deadheading is not necessary.

hybrida ‘Sunpatiens’

24-36”H
Compact Orange
Compact Royal Magenta
Compact White
Spreading Lavender
pot
Variegated Spreading Tropical Orange 3”
bright orange flowers are accented by golden
leaves with deep green edges
 Variegated Spreading White 3” bright white
flowers, golden leaves with deep green edges
Large Milaeger pot $9.99




5”


IMPATIENS – New Guinea
New Guinea impatiens were introduced in the U.S.
from New Guinea in 1972. They can withstand more
sun that the shade type---preferring to have morning
sun and afternoon shade, or at least filtered sun.
Plant in rich, moist, well-drained soil. Compact and
self-branching with bright flowers and lush foliage.
Very popular for baskets and containers, but
wonderful in garden beds as well.

 Coral Reef
 Purple
 Red
5” pot

IMPATIENS (Fancy)

‘Florific series’

‘Bounce’ series
20-30”H
Like no other, Bounce series offers beautiful blooms
of amazing color for shade from spring to first frost.
 Cherry
 Lilac
 Pink Flame
 White
 Big Bounce Red larger flower than Bounce
 Big Bounce Violet larger flower than Bounce
‘Fusion Glow Yellow’
10-12”H
Perfect for large containers. Flowers are buttery
yellow with orange centers. Well-branched, mounded
habit. Dark green foliage.
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Red
Sweet Orange

10-14”H (in bloom) x 12-15W





Violet



Pink Imp
Scarlet (bronze leaf)







Violet Imp
White
Fresh Mix
Islander Mix
Mystic Mix

White

‘Divine’ series
10-14”H (6 Pack)
Bright, intense colors in masses of blooms. Excellent
for mixed and mass planting, containers. Compact,
uniform habit with great branching. Heat tolerant.

‘Infinity’ series
10-14”H
Compact, mounded habit. Dark green to purple
foliage, often with dark red veins.




Blue Pearl
Cherry Red






Lavender
Orange (bronze leaf)
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Blushing Lilac – deep violet






Cherry Red
Electric Cherry Large, cherry pink flowers with
a shiny fluorescent glow and bright green foliage





Ruffles Lavender
Ruffles Peach
Ruffles Red

Electric Coral
 White
5” pot

IOCHROMA





‘Royal Queen Purple’
36-60”H
A tall plant native to Central and South America.
Deep purple tubular flowers all summer. Useful as a
center in containers and mixed garden plantings.
Attracts hummingbirds.
5” pot

Light Purple
Orange Frost
Pink

IRESINE (Chicken Gizzard or Bloodleaf)
‘Blazin’ Lime’
12-14”H
Lime and cream variegation and bright rose stems.
‘Brilliantissima’
12-18”H
Cerise colored stems, purple-red leaves and hot pink
veins. Excellent container accent.




‘Cherry’
18-20”H
Stems and branches are bright green, purple, red,
and almost translucent. The leaves are oval to
rounded with variegation and a wax like appearance.
5” pot

Red brilliant red
Ruffles Fuchsia Rose
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IVIES
‘Assorted’ available

JASMINE
Trachelospermum jasminoides

18-20’H (Star)
Beautiful evergreen twining vine coveted for its
fragrant, star-shaped white flowers. Blooms spring
into summer. Train on posts, walls, trellis or arbor in
an area where you can enjoy the fragrance.
‘Deen Day Smith’
42”H
Rose, pink, and apricot blend. Fabulous flower power
and strong habit. Nice on its own or in combinations.
‘Little Lucky’ series
12-16”H
Uniform across all colors. Great for containers.
 Hot Pink
 Red
 Peach Lighter salmon-peach in the centers
gradually darkening to coral-peach on the outer
edge.

Large Milaeger pot staked $15.99/ 2 gal. staked
$39.99/ 5 gal. staked $59.99

‘Luscious’ series
10-14”H
 Bananarama Bright yellow flowers
 Berry Blend A blend of oranges, yellows, reds,
and pinks
 Citrus Blend A blend of oranges and yellows.
 Grape Bright grape-purple flowers.
 Marmalade Orange flowers with yellow highlights
 Pina Colada puffs of small white flowers.
 Pinkberry Blend

KISS ME OVER THE GARDEN GATE
Polygonum orientale (Prince’s Feather)

48”H
A charming, old-fashioned and easy to grow plant. Tall
stems hold gracefully arching spikes of rosy red
flowers. Large, light green, heart shaped leaves.
Wonderful addition to fresh bouquets, centers of
large mixed containers and as a background plant in
gardens. Likes sun to part shade and well-drained soil.
5” pot

‘New Gold’
24”H
Bright yellow flowers on lush green foliage.

LANTANA (Shrub Verbena)

‘Samantha’
12-18”H
Yellow flowers, variegated leaves. Fills large spaces.
5” pot

Heat, drought, and sun tolerant, lantana is very
popular in both its upright and trailing forms. Colorful
and vigorous. Flowers are in dense clusters and most
attract butterflies. They prefer full sun.

Lantana Patio Trees
Mozelle
36”H
This long blooming butterfly attractor produces
numerous rounded clusters of small pink and yellow
bi-colored flowers.
#3 Patio Tree $79.99

‘Bandana’ series
12-24”H
Full branching, upright habit. Has very large flower
heads providing bushy mounds of color in the garden.
 Cherry Imp.
 Lemon Zest
 Pink
 Red
Large Milaeger Pot $9.99

LAURENTIA (Starflower)
‘Beth’s Blue’
12”H
Fragrant, true blue star-shaped flowers with
delicate, lacy medium green foliage. Try it in a
combination planter with pastel or orange-colored
flowers to really make its blue pop!

‘Bandito’ series
12”H
A new compact series of lantana – great for smaller
containers. Exceptionally large flower size.
 Orange Sunrise
 Rose
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LICORICE PLANT (Helichrysum) (greenery)

LISIANTHUS (Texas Bluebell)
Single Flowered

H. petiolare

36” trailing
Great pot plant, its trailing habit and leaf colors
complement flowering plants. Drought tolerant.

‘Florida Blue’
8-10”H
Deep antique purple flowers with a dark throat.
‘Florida Pink’
8-10”H
Bubblegum pink flowers.
‘Twinkle Deep Blue’
28”H
3” wide dark blue flowers
‘Vulcan Pink Picotee’
33”H
White flowers that have pink edges
‘Vulcan Purple Picotee’
33”H
White flowers that have purple edges

Double Flowered
‘ABC Blue Rim’

10-12”H
A lovely double-flowered series that is excellent for
cut flower bouquets. Strong stems and outstanding
colors. Plant a color mixture in beds or containers.

‘Icicles’ Long, very silver foliage.

‘Advantage Cherry Sorbet’
10-12”H
Fully double, large deep pink flowers have ruffled
edges. Strong, sturdy stems.
‘Mariachi’ series
24-30”H
Makes a wonderful cut flower. Use in bouquets.
 Blue
 Lime Green
 Pink Picotee
 Pure White
 Yellow

‘Lemon Licorice’ Velvety pale chartreuse leaves.

‘Purple Flamingo’
18-24”H
Double purple flowers.

LOBELIA (trailing)
‘Regatta’ series
12-14”H
Flowering masses on freely trailing plants will trail
beautifully from containers and window boxes. Can be
used in full sun in cooler locations.
 Midnight Blue
 Sapphire
 Sky Blue

‘Licorice Splash’ Variegated creamy leaves. Rondello.
‘Petite Licorice’ Cool, dusty white, small leaves.

LOBELIA (upright)
‘Riviera’ series
4-6”H
This series is known for blooming up to two weeks
earlier than other types of Lobelia. Profusely
flowering, with a mounded habit these plants are
perfect for beds, borders and mixed baskets.
 Blue Eyes Dark blue flowers with white eyes
 Marine Blue Dark blue flowers with small white
flecks near their centers.
 Sky Blue Rich Sky blue flowers with white eyes

‘Silver Licorice’ Soft silver-gray leaves.
5” pot
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LOBELIA (mounded)

Deadheading not necessary, needs lots of water, and
it cold tolerant.
5” pot

‘Bella Donna’
6”H
True blue with white eye
‘Laguna’ series
8-10”H
Mounded, trailing habit. No deadheading required.
Great for landscapes as well as containers.
 Sky Blue
 White

LOTUS (Parrot’s Beak)
This plant is grown especially for its foliage, which is
silvery gray. The thin, wispy leaves form a delicate,
trailing mound. It can be used alone in a pot or
basket, or as an accent to other plants. The curious
red “parrot’s beak” flowers are a bonus. Flowering
ceases when night temperatures exceed 70 degrees.

‘Lucia Dark Blue’
6-8”H
A low maintenance spiller with true blue flowers that
will bloom all season. Perfect for partial sun
containers and baskets.

‘Amazon Sunset’
6-8”H
Vibrant red flowers and silvery-green foliage.
5” pot

‘Techno Heat Upright Light Blue’
8-12”H
This plant produces masses of delicate light blue-lilac
colored blossoms with white centers on wellbranched, semi-upright stems with dark green
foliage.
5” pot

LYSIMACHIA (Creeping Jenny) greenery
‘Golden Globes’
6-8”H
Bright yellow flowers with red throats are held in
lovely clusters. Low, trailing plant with small, rounded,
green leaves, which seem to encircle their stems.

LOBULARIA
‘Dark Knight’
4-6”H
Very fragrant, continuous bloomer. Deep purple
blooms. Lime green foliage. This tough plant can withstand both heat and cold. Its also a “heavy drinker”
and if used in a hanging basket, it may need to be
watered more than once a day during hot weather.

‘Goldilocks’
4-6”H
Money Plant. Low, trailing plant with small, rounded,
gold/chartreuse leaves, which seem to encircle their
stems. Leaf color is a little brighter than the old
variety ‘Aurea.’ Perennial.
‘Sundew Springs’
2-4”H
Shiny pointed golden foliage accents containers or
the garden. Blooms with yellow blossoms in early
summer.

‘Frosty Knight’
4-6”H
Fragrant, white flowers. Variegated foliage - green
base and creamy yellow margins. Deadheading not
necessary. Mounded, trailing habit.

‘Superstition’
2-4”H
Beautiful trailing foliage in burgundy shades with
veins of green. Single petaled yellow blossoms.

‘Snow Princess’
4-6”H
Strong plant with an incredibly long bloom time.
Mounds of fragrant white flowers all summer.
Wonderful in window boxes and as a filler in pots.

‘Walkabout Sunset’
2-4”H
Formerly ‘Outback Sunset’. Profuse yellow and green
foliage provides a perfect backdrop for the bright
yellow blooms. Heat lover.
5” pot

‘White Knight’
4-6”H
A trailing flower that is heat tolerant and will spread
to about 24 inches. Has clusters of white flowers
with green centers that are mounted on its own
blooms of green foliage and green centers.
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MANDEVILLA (Brazilian Jasmine)
‘Assorted’ available

MARIGOLD
When the Spanish explorer Cortez saw Tagetes in
South America in the 1500’s, he called them
“marigolds”. Marigolds are now among the most
familiar of flowering plants. They have been widely
grown and loved for generations for their bright
cheery flowers and their ease of culture. They must
have full to mostly sun, and well-drained soil. They
flower all summer, with a strong showing just before
the first hard frost in autumn. The taller varieties,
especially, are good cut flowers. The shorter types
are good for massing, or as accents in containers.
Flower colors range from yellow, gold, orange, red,
and many bicolors. Flower size varies from under an
inch to about 3” across. Some flowers are single, but
most are double. The foliage is ferny, with a distinct
scent.



Yellow

‘Cresta’ series
9-11”H
 ‘Spry’ Large fully double flowers. Red base petals
blending to yellow tops.

MARIGOLD (French)

tagetes patula ‘Little Hero’ series

10”H
Large flowers on extra dwarf, compact plants. They
stay dwarf---even in hot weather.
 Yellow Large flowers on an upright spreading
habit. The flowers are yellow with darker yellow
centers. Trim off dead flowers to encourage more
blooms.
‘Bonanza’ series
10”H
Neat, uniform plants. Blooms are fully 2” across.



Fire - gold and red





Orange
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Deep Orange






Outback Mix

‘Disco Marietta’
12”H
Well-branched, uniform plants have non-fading, 2¼”
golden yellow, with mahogany centers, single blooms.
The flower form is exquisite.

Flame – orange and red
Gold

MARIGOLD (French/African)
‘Sunburst Yellow Splash’
14-16”H
Large, 2-3” yellow flowers, splashed with red.



Harmony

‘Durango’ series
10-12”H
Marvelous performance. 2-2½” showy flowers.
 Red – mahogany
’Zenith Lemon Yellow’ (Triploid)
10-12”H
Beautiful, 2½-3” lemon-yellow crested flowers.
Deadheading is beneficial with these types.

MARIGOLD (Fern Leaf Type)
‘Lemon Gem’
14-16”H
Lacy foliage with a citrusy scent. Single yellow
flowers cover the plant.

MARIGOLD (African)




Tangerine

‘First Lady’
20”H
Bright yellow, carnation-like blooms. Keep faded
blooms picked for best display. Good cut flower.

Yellow - deep yellow
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MECARDONIA

‘Giant Orange’
30-36”H
Huge double 4” flowers on strong stems.

‘GoldDust’
trailing
A great new plant with a growth habit similar to
bacopa. Sunshine yellow blooms on a vigorous low
grower with a strong trailing habit. Use in window
boxes, hanging baskets, and containers.
5” pot

‘Giant Yellow’
30-36”H
Giant 4½” yellow blooms. Deadhead for best display.
’Taishan’ series
10-12”H
A great full-branched dwarf variety with large bright
flowers. Heat, wind and rain tolerant. The
performance is so great that the Taishan series was
featured throughout the landscapes at the 2008
Olympic Games in Beijing, China.
 Mix



MELAMPODIUM (Medallion Flower)
M. paludosum

Trouble free, nonstop color even in hot, humid
climates. Well branched. Excellent in garden pots.
Very reliable and rewarding. Tolerates heat and
drought, but flowers better if watered occasionally.
Any well-drained soil is suitable. Best in full sun.

Yellow

‘Million Gold’
12”H
Mounding habit with bright green leaves and daisy
shaped yellow flowers all summer.
‘Million Gold’
12”H
Mounding habit with bright green leaves and daisy
shaped yellow flowers all summer.
5” pot

‘Moonsong Deep Orange’
14”H
Large, 2½-3” wide, pumpkin-orange fully double
flowers. Very fade resistant.

MIMULUS (Monkey Flower)
‘Magic Blotched Mix’
8-10”H
No other has such stunning blotched and flamed 2.5"
blooms in bright orange, yellow, rose, pink, deep red
and white. The vigorous yet compact plants are an
excellent choice for pots or the garden edge.

‘Vanilla’
16”
Giant odorless 3” across blooms that are white with
warm yellow accents.

MARIGOLD (French)

‘Durango Outback Mix’
10”H
A striking mix of yellow, orange, red and combinations
of them together.
5” pot

‘Curious Orange’
12-18”H
Perfect for filling in the “middle ground” in mixed
containers. Bright orange flowers.
‘Curious Red’
12-18”H
Perfect for filling in the “middle ground” in mixed
containers. Intense red flowers.
5” pot
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MOSS ROSE

NASTURTIUM

(Portulaca)

Tropaeolum majus

‘Happy Hour’ series
8-10”H x 8-12”W
Early flowering, with bright tropical flowers. Low
spreading habit makes this variety a good summer
groundcover. Low maintenance. Tolerant of most soils,
especially dry ones. Is quite heat and drought
tolerant and requires watering only when soil is dry.
 Deep Red
 Lemon
 Rosita-bright fuchsia rose
 Mix

A Victorian era heirloom. Grows in a neat mound, ideal
for pots or as an edger. The edible flowers and leaves
have a peppery taste that spices up various dishes.
Heat and drought tolerant. Floriferous. Mild scent.
‘Alaska Mix’
9”H
Mix of gold, orange, salmon and mahogany flowers.

‘Toucan Hot Mix’
3-4”H
This plant produces large, vivid scarlet, yellow and
fuchsia cup-shaped blooms that open during the day
and close at night. Its low growing and spreads
quickly making it very well suited for adding a splash
of color to your garden boarders!

‘Duckalicious’
6-12”H
Rich yellow colored petals that resemble duck feet.
5” pot

‘Jewel Mix’
9”H
Semi-double flowers in a range of bright colors.
‘Tip Top Single Mix’ (trailing)
8-10”H
Equal amounts of apricot, gold, beige, and pink
flowers.

(Purslane)

‘Mojave’ series
 Fuchsia
 Red
 Tangerine
 Yellow
5” pot

NEMESIA (Capejewels)
These charming plants are ideal for container
gardening. They prefer cool conditions---they can be
moved into shade during hot spells. The profuse
flowers resemble snapdragons.

2-5”H x 6-8”W

‘Blue Bird’
10-12”H
Clove-scented blue flowers all summer long.
‘Opal Innocence’
10-12”H
Flowers of soft pink, purple, and blue transitioning
hues comparable to an opal. Very fragrant.

MIXED PLANTS (Confetti Garden)
The following are comprised of color mixes of
petunias, verbenas, and calibrachoas

‘Sunsatia’ series
12”H
A breeding breakthrough led to this excellent
variety. The mounded plants cascade over the edge
of a pot or basket. Handles both heat and cold well.
 Blood Orange
 Coconut
 Lemon
5” pot

‘Fleur De Edna’
A trio of sunny yellow ‘Bidy Gonzales Top’ bidens, hot
pink ‘Volcano Neon’ cali and ‘Empress Flair Lavender
Blue’ verbena.
‘Hot Pink Jazz’
This trio is made up of ’Neon Pink’ petunia, ‘Aloha Tiki
Soft Pink’ cali and ‘Empress Flair Strawberry Charme’
verbena.

NICOTIANA (Flowering Tobacco)

‘Pirates Beauty 2015
A trio of deep purple ‘Sweetunia Johnny Flame’
petunia, ‘Aloha Tiki Soft Pink’ cali and ‘Empress Flair
Pink Charme’ verbena.
Large Milaeger pot $9.99

Popular for its sweetly scented flowers. Strong
upright, elegant plants. Blooms early summer to fall.
Prefers well-drained, loamy soil---tolerates dry soil,
but does best with even watering. Easy to grow.
‘Perfume Mix’ (Heaven Scent)’
24-36”H
Most fragrant of the hybrids. Mix includes red, dark
rose, light rose, bright purple, and blush white.

MUEHLENBECKIA (Creeping Wire Vine)
axillaris

4”H, trailing
Forms a dense mat of small, shiny, ovate leaves on
burgundy stems with tiny white flowers.
5” pot

‘Perfume Deep Purple’
15”H
A deep purple color that is striking when planted in
mass beds as well as containers. Fills the evening air
with a delicate perfume.
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dried for year-long use. Primarily grown in herb or
vegetable gardens.

‘Saratoga’ series
10-12”H
Wonderful scent attracts hummingbirds.



‘Kent Beauty’
6-9”H
This low trailing plant features tiny, heart-shaped,
silver-veined sea-green leaves and unique, drooping
heads of hop-like flowers in a blend of pink, green
and cream that bloom from summer to fall. Although
the foliage is aromatic, it’s not generally the type
used for cooking.
5” pot

Lime

ORNAMENTAL CABBAGE/KALE
Cabbage - Brassica oleracea ‘Color Up Mix’
10”H
(6 Pack)
Neat compact habit makes them well suited for
pattern-bed plantings.
Kale - Glamour Red
6-10”H (6 Pack)
This kale is layered with dark and light green leaves
that are accompanied with a bright red center.




Kale – ‘Nagoya Mix’
Best color in cool temps.

Red
Mix – rose, red, white, lime and purple

sylvestris ‘Only the Lonely’

60”H
Beautiful and deliciously fragrant, 1½” long, white
trumpet-shaped flowers. Light green foliage. Ideal
for background plantings. Blooms until frost. Reseeds.

12-24”H (6 Pack)

ORNAMENTAL PEPPER
Capsicum ‘Acapulco Multicolor’

6”H
Peppers range in color from shades red, yellow and
purple. Compact habit. Makes an ideal container plant
or use in a smaller pot on a tabletop as a centerpiece.
5” pot

‘Saratoga’ series
10-12”H
Wonderful scent attracts hummingbirds.
 Lime
 Mix – rose, red, white, lime and purple
5” pot

Capsicum ‘Black Pearl’

18”H x 12-16”W
Deep purple, almost black leaves and fruit. Deeper
color in more sun. The small black fruits resemble
black pearls. Wonderful focal point for containers.
Large Milaeger Pot $9.99

NIEREMBERGIA (Cupflower)
The star-shaped blooms are brilliant in full sun or
part shade. Flowers freely all summer, tolerates heat,
drought, and severe weather. Slightly spreading habit
up to 12” across. Excellent for edging and containers.

Capsicum ‘Chilly Chili’

9-10”H
2002 All America Selections Winner. Bears nonpungent, child-safe fruit. The 2-2½”, blunt nosed
peppers mature from greenish-yellow to orange, and
finally dark red. Hybrid vigor makes ‘Chilly Chili’
suited to landscapes and large containers.
5” pot

‘Augusta Blue Skies’
8-12”H
This plant has large, beautiful pale blue flowers with
yellow eyes and soft feathery green foliage. It
blooms from late spring all the way through summer
and into multiple fall frosts.
5” pot

OSTEOSPERMUM (Cape Daisy, African Daisy)
ecklonis

Fabulous glossy, daisy-like flowers, often with disk
florets in an unexpected contrasting color. Deadhead
to prolong flowering. Does well in a warm, sheltered
site. Perfect for pots or baskets, or in the garden.

ORIGANUM (Oregano)
Origanum vulgare

Commonly known as Oregano, this sprawling plant has
flavorful, aromatic dark green leaves used as a
seasoning in cooking. Leaves can be clipped fresh or

‘4D Purple’
8-12”H
Double, rosy purple flowers stay open 24/7.
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pots. Likes moist well-drained soil and part shade or
bright shade.

‘Blue Eyed Beauty’
10-14”H
This early flowering plant has buttery yellow blooms
with a dark bluish-purple center.
‘Orange Symphony’
8-14”H
Soft orange; dark purple center.
‘Serenity’ series
18-24”H
A compact, well-branching shrub featuring large
daisy-like flowers with dark centers and lanceshaped dark green foliage.
 Red Dark red flowers with darker red veins
 Rose Magic White w/purple accents and dark
centers. A magic trick in front of your eyes as
the flowers change colors as they progress while
opening.

‘Molten Lava’
6-10”H
In shady locations the leaves are chartreuse, and
they turn rich orange with more sun.
5” pot

‘Soprano’ series
8-14”H
This series features plants that are compact, heat
tolerant and low maintenance, with no deadheading
necessary.
 Purple Deep purple petals with darker centers
 White white w/purple accent; dark centers.

PANSIOLA
‘Anytime’ series
6-10”H
This series of hybrid combines the larger flower size
of pansies with the performance of violas. It’s
extremely fast growing, heat tolerant and very cold
tolerant with a trailing habit that makes it perfect
for hanging baskets.
 Sugarplum Purple to blue/white bicolor
 Sunlight Bright clear yellow
5” pot

‘Voltage’ series
10-16”H
This series features plants with a low mounded habit,
excellent branching and high-impaact colors.
 White Creamy white flowers with bright yellow
centers
 Yellow Bright yellow flowers with a yellow eye
5” pot
4D Purple
‘Tradewinds Deep Purple’
‘Tradewinds White’
‘Voltage Yellow’
12” Cordova pot $34.99 (4ppp)

PANSY/VIOLA

Viola x wittrockiana (Pansy)
Perfect for cooler, partly shady areas. Pansies bloom
best in spring and late into fall when the weather is
cooler. Use them to brighten and freshen the garden
when it’s too cold for other plants. Deadheading the
larger faced varieties encourage prolific blooming.
The edible blossoms add a beautiful flair to salads.
The pansies and violas are arranged in order of
flower size from smallest to largest.

OXALIS (Shamrock)

‘Penny Jump-Up’ viola series
4-6”H
Neat and compact in the garden, yet strong enough to
tolerate heat and cold better than standard violas.
Charming in pots, along walks, and for bedding.

‘Charmed Wine’
6-10”H
Dark plum colored shamrocks with blush pink flowers.
Plant in groupings in a shady garden or singly in small
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 Jump Up Mix A mix of orange, peach white and
yellow Jump ups
‘Panola XP’ series
6-8”H
Heavy bloomer-you can barely see the leaves. Great
cold tolerance, and won’t stretch in warm weather.
Perfect for edging, pots, and window boxes. Mulch to
extend bloom season. 2” flowers.




Blue Blue petals with yellow centers
Orange Maroon upper petals, orange lower petals.

 Deep Blue w/Blotch Blue petals with a dark
blotch

 Peach Purple upper petals and peach lower petals
with purple whiskers

 Deep Orange – clear solid orange
 Jewels ‘N Jazz Mix a bright, flashy mix of
yellow, orange, red, blue and deep purple
 Sunburst Red and gold bicolor flowers

 Primrose Picotee Yellow flowers with purple
picotee edging




 Yellow Dark violet upper petals and yellow lower
petals with violet whiskers
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Yellow – solid medium yellow
Mix Yellow, red, blue,purple and white flowers

 Morpheus Bright yellow faces with dark whiskers,
backed by deep purple upper petals
 True Blue

‘Karma Midnight Sun’
4-6”H
Large, showy, velvety deep purple-black flowers with
golden yellow whiskered centers produced on strong,
short stems.
Assorted



‘Spring Matrix Series’
8”H
Robust habit, better branching, and flowers early.
Flowers have large think petals that help prevent
blooms from slumping over.

‘Colossus Neon Violet’
4-6”H (6 Pack)
Lots of huge 4” flower faces (deep violet with a neon
blue face) on tight, densely growing plants. Heat and
frost tolerant.
‘Majestic Giants II’ series

Rose Wing

8”H (6 Pack)



Deep Orange




Midnight Glow –deep purple. purple, and yellow
White Blotch

 Marina Blotch Cool blue upper petals and violet
blue flower petals with a darker inside blotch
 Blotch Mix
‘Matrix’ series
 Jewels Mix

6-8”H (6 Pack)

Questions?
Email us at
gardenquestions@milaegers.com
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PETUNIA





Petunias have enjoyed great popularity ever since
Milaeger’s opened. They are among the heaviest
blooming of all annuals. They come in a wide variety of
color. The flowers can be single or double, and vary in
size from about 2” to nearly 5” wide. Easy to grow.
They can be planted as early as the start of May
since they are quite cold tolerant. They have a wide
range of uses---baskets, pots, and as bedding plants.
Petunias are heavy bloomers and heavy feeders –
fertilize regularly. Plant about 10-15” apart when
using as bedding. They do best in full sun. Allow them
to dry out between waterings.

Yellow Blotch- yellow with dark purple centers
Clear Mix
Daffodil Mix –yellow, orange, and white

PETUNIA (Trailing) (6 Pack)

PENTAS (Egyptian Starflower)

‘Easy Wave’
6-12”H 30-39” spread
From the famous Wave series. Compact, yet gently
spreading, maintaining its shape through the season.
Great for baskets, pots and smaller garden spaces.
 Berry Velour
 Blue
 Burgundy Star
 Burgundy Velour
 Pink Passion
 Plum Vein
 Red
 Rosy Dawn
 Silver
 White pure white
 Yellow
 Great Lakes Mix violet, blue, and white
 South Beach Mix red, violet, and red
 Formula Mix pink, red, white, and violet

‘Butterfly’
12-18”H
Large, star-shaped flowers on large umbels that
attract hummingbirds and butterflies. Upright habit
is great for beds and patio pots.
 Deep Rose Hot pink flowers w/white eyes.
 Red (also available in 6 pack bedding flats)
Large Milaeger pot $9.99
‘Graffiti Mix’
8”H
Compact, bushy type that is very free-flowering, with
interesting flowers. The mix has bright red, pink,
violet, white, and deep red. Great in pots and beds.
5” pot
‘Starcluster Lavender’
12-14”H
This plant is meant to perform in warm conditions.
Has large clusters of star shaped flowers that
showcase a light delicate lavender color that is
accompanied by green foliage.
‘Starcluster White’
12-14”H
Loves the warmth. Has large clusters of white
starshaped flowers that showcase a white color
accompanied by green foliage.
Large Milaeger pot $9.99

‘African Sunset’
7-12”H 30-36” spread
This prolific bloomer has an intense glowing bloodorange color that refuses to fade, even in the
hottest summer sun. It’s self-cleaning, meaning no
deadheading necessary.
Shock Wave’
7-12”H 30-36” spread
Loads of small flowers on spreading, mounded plants.
 Coconut
 Coral Crush
 Deep Purple
 Denim
 Pink Shades
 Red
 Rose Improved

PERILLA

Frutescens
‘Magilla Purple’
18-36”H
A unique showy plant with large, bright, coleus like
foliage. It is very heat tolerant and does well in sun.
5” pot
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‘Wave’ series
5-7”H 36-48” spread
Although their width varies slightly, each color in the
series has a low-growing, densely spreading habit
that makes them delightful groundcovers or trailing
plants. They can grow up to 2” per day!
 Blue
 Lavender
 Purple Improved

Pink
Red Picotee
White
Mix pink, white, red, and purple

PETUNIA (Assorted)
(6 Pack)
‘Expresso Series’
A compact dwarf non-stretching petunia. Low growing
mound that will be covered in flowers that quickly
recover from all types of weather.
 Frappe Rose
 Grande Blue
 Grande Red
 White

PETUNIA (Spreading and Mounding)
(6 Pack)
‘Tidal Wave’ series
16-22”H 30-60” spread
‘Tidal Wave’ has a growth habit based on how closely
the plants are spaced in the garden---the closer the
spacing, the taller the plant. When spaced a minimum
of 12” apart, it forms a dense, mounded hedge from
8-22” tall. Grown in a limited area with support, it
grows an extra 24-36” tall, like a vine. If given plenty
of room, it makes a blooming groundcover, about 2436” per plant, they can grow up to 5’ wide. Great
recovery from rain damage.
 Hot Pink slightly taller
 Purple
 Red Velour
 Silver

‘Moonlight Madness Mix’
A delightful mix with colors of the early evening sky –
lavender glow, yellow and lilac.
‘Prism Sunshine’
10-12”H
This remarkable variety’s color, uniformity, and
compact habit are so superior to other yellow
Grandiflora Petunias that it was the 1998 winner of
two major plant awards. Its flowers simply glow with
pure yellow centers that blaze into white hot, creamy
yellow around the edges---a dazzling sight in full sun.

PETUNIA (Double Flowered)
Petunia x hybrida

‘Pretty Grand Mixture’
6-10”H
This bright, colorful mix does well in baskets.

‘Double Cascade Mix’
10-15”H
Large, doubled ruffles of petals with intense deep
veining. Flowers resemble a carnation.
Jumbo 2 Pack

‘Sophistica’ series
10-15”H (6 Pack)
 Blackberry black with reddish-purple undertones
 Lime Bicolor Imp painted with irregular streaks
rose pink and limey yellow. Compact mounded habit

PETUNIA (Veined Grandiflora)

‘Ultra Blue Star’
12-14”H
A compact, well branched plant featuring huge, bright
royal blue petals with white stripes that give the
flowers a star-like look.

Petunia x hybrida

‘Daddy’ series
12-15”H
Large 3-4” wide flowers with contrasting veins and a
compact habit. Perfect for patio pots and bedding.
 Blue deep purple-blue with dark veins
 Red Daddy pink with red throat and veining
 Mix light blue, plum-purple, pink, coral w/red
veins, orchid purple, and plum w/silver veins.

PETUNIA
‘Supertunia’ series
8-10”H, trails up to 4’
Vigorous trailing habit. Loves the heat and the sun.
Takes over spent flowers to keep up a neat
appearance all season. Well-branching and weather
resistant. Tremendous flower power.
 Bermuda Beach
 Black Cherry

PETUNIA (Grandiflora)
Petunia x hybrida

‘Dreams’ series
12”H
Large flowers that remain fresh after heavy wind and
rain. Flower color won’t fade in full sun. Spectacular
variety of colors. A gardener’s “dream” come true.
 Burgundy
 Burgundy Picotee deep burgundy w/white edge
 Midnight velvet purple
 Neon Rose magenta purple with white throat
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Bordeaux light purple with deep purple throats
Double Priscilla
Giant Pink
Honey
Indigo Charm
Limoncello
Mini Purple
Mini Strawberry Pink Veined (multiflora)
Pretty Much Picasso purple flowers with dark
purple centers and lime green edges.





Raspberry Blast bright pink w/cerise edges
Rose Blast Charm
Royal Magenta

 Vista Fuchsia
 Vista Silverberry
White
5” pot

PETUNIA (Novelty Types)














5”

Cha-Ching Cherry
Glamouflage
Limelight
Night Sky
Phantom
Pinstripe
Potunia Plus Papaya
Potunia Plus Red
Potunia Plus Yellow
Sanguna Radiant Blue
Sweetunia Black Satin
Sweetunia Johnny Flame
Sweetunia Orange Flash 2015
Sweetunia Suzie Storm
pot

PHLOX
‘Intensia’
8-12”H
A vigorous, spreading habit with large flowers and
dark green to purple foliage. Prefers moist welldrained soil. Great in combination pots and beds.
 Blueberry
 Cabernet – brilliant fuchsia
 Lavender Glow








‘Phloxy Lady Cherry Red’
12-18”H
The brilliant red flowers have hints of magenta and
seem to glow, they are so vibrant.
5” pot

Royal Velvet (grandiflora)
Sangria Charm
Surfinia Deep Red
Surfinia Heavenly Blue soft purple (grandiflora)
Violet Charm
Vista Bubblegum large bubblegum pink flowers
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PHYGELIUS (Cape Fuchsia)

PSEUDERANTHEMUM

‘Red Alert’
12-18”H
This hummingbird magnet is compact, featuring long
stems covered in showy trumpet-shaped, downwardfacing scarlet flowers with yellow throats.
5” pot

‘Rubrum’
16-24”H
Foliage plant with a color matching the skin of a ripe
eggplant. Use as a dramatic accent in mixed
containers and garden plantings.
5” pot

PLATYCODON (Balloon Flower)

PTILOTUS

‘Sentimental Blue’
6-8”H
This heavy bloomer has very large flowers for a plant
of its size – they are about 2” wide. They are upward
facing, so their full beauty can be appreciated. Forms
a low, neat mound. Works well in containers.
5” pot

exaltatus ‘Joey’

PLECTRANTHUS (greenery)

RUDBECKIA

12-15”H
Large conical spikes of feathery flowers top silver
green foliage. The flowers are glistening silver with
neon pink at the tips. Native to Australia. Very heat
and drought tolerant.
5” pot

(Black-eyed

Susan,

Gloriosa

Daisy)
hirta (6 Pack)

Perfect trailers for combination planters.

forsteri ‘Variegata’

10-12” trailing
Iboza. The green and white variegated, oval leaves
are slightly fuzzy. Leaves have a pungent fragrance.
Vigorous, trailing habit. Use it as you would vinca vine.

‘Cappuccino’
18-20”H
The extra-large, vibrantly colored mahogany and gold
flowers can reach 4” in diameter. Dark centers.

‘Mona Lavender’
12-24”
This member of the mint family is prized for its dark
green, glossy leaves with purple undersideds and its
tubular, two-lipped, dark patterned lavender blooms.
Vigorous and upright, it does not spread and is easy
to keep compact.

‘Cherry Brandy’
20-24”H
Deep maroon red with a dark center. The 3-4”
flowers bloom all summer. Tolerates poor soil.
‘Indian Summer’
36”H
Enormous, golden yellow, semi-doubled and single
blooms. Plants are neat, upright, and sturdy. Excellent
for cut flowers and that rustic, country look.

‘Nico’
8-10”
This plant features textured, dark green, leaves with
purple veins and undersides. Later in the season it
blooms a veil of dainty lilac-colored flowers. It can be
used to form a lovely, dense, weed-suppressing
carpet under trees or in shadier parts of the garden.
5” pot

‘Prairie Sun’
28-32”H
Very large flowers with light yellow tips on golden
petals that encircle a green center. AAS winner.
‘Sonora’
12-20”H
Beautiful, 5-6”, large, rusty red and yellow flowers
have a dark brown ring around the dark spike, which
provides a striking yellow-brown color contrast.
Foliage is bushy and dark green. Good cut flower.

PLUMBAGO (Leadwort)
auriculata ‘Dark Blue’

36”H
Fast growing, upright, and drought tolerant. Large,
medium blue clusters of flowers.
5” pot
‘Royal Cape’
24-36”H
A semi-climbing tropical shrub with huge clusters of
intense, blue phlox-like flowers and light green, soft
foliage.
#2 Staked in Pot $49.99 / #5 Patio Tree $99.99

‘Tiger Eye’
16-24”H
Large, golden yellow, semi-double flowers.
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‘Gold Rush’
18-24”H
Lush, dark green foliage with compact and large,
double yellow flowers that bloom from spring to fall.
5” pot

RUSSELIA (Firecracker Plant/Coral Plant)
equisetiformis

48-60”H
Ideal for cascading out of planters. Attracts
hummingbirds. Abundant, distinct tubular flowers in
bright coral.
5” pot

SAGINA (Scotch Moss)
subulata ‘Aurea’

1”H
Forms a dense green mat, resembling moss. Small
white flowers. Great accent in a rock garden or
among paving stones. Takes foot traffic. Prefers poor
to moderate soil that is slightly acidic to neutral, in
full sun, but protected from the hot midday sun.
Dislikes hot dry sites. Sometimes overwinters.
5” pot

Red (also in 6 pack)
Mix
S. conninea (Texas Sage)



‘Summer Jewel Pink’
16-20”H
Loaded with brilliant pink flower spikes all summer.
‘Summer Jewel Red’
16-20”H
Loaded with brilliant red flower spikes all summer.
AAS Bedding Plant Award Winner for 2011.

SALPIGLOSSIS (Painted Tongue)
sinuata ‘Royale Mix’

8-12”H
A kaleidoscope of color. The exotic single and bicolor veined flowers bloom in abundance until the
heat of summer. Great for containers or bedding.

‘Summer Jewel White’
16-20”H
Loaded with brilliant white flower spikes all summer.
farinacea (Mealycup Sage)
These tall graceful salvias are great for cutting and
using in bouquets. Slim and delicate spikes of tubular
flowers bloom all summer. Excellent heat tolerance.

SALVIA (Sage)

S. splendens (Scarlet Sage, Firecracker)

‘Evolution Violet Blue’
16-18”H
Lots of deep violet blue flower spikes. More compact
habit than most varieties. Well branched.

‘Flare’
16”H
Bears a profusion of scarlet-red spikes, long and full,
that contrast beautifully with deep green foliage. A
self-cleaning variety. Excellent cut flower. Looks
great planted with yellow marigolds.

‘Mini Victoria Blue’
12”H
Dwarf strain of Victoria. Use for borders and
containers

‘Lighthouse Red’
20-28”H
Long lasting brilliant scarlet flower spikes on tall,
bushy plants. Strong, well-branched habit. Great for
garden beds, large containers. Weather tolerant.

patens ‘Blue Angel’

24-28”H (also 6 pack)
Fast growing, upright and well branched. Covered
with tubular 2½” true blue flowers all summer.
Wonderful for mass plantings in the garden, or in
mixed containers with reds, yellows and white.

‘Salsa’ series
12-15”H
Bushy plants of intensely colored flowers against
green foliage. Extremely heat and drought tolerant.
Adds summer-long color to hot locations.
 Purple
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‘Victoria Blue’
18-20”H
Large, intense masses of true blue spikes are best
for color intensity and duration of bloom. Uniform
growth and very heat tolerant. Striking with yellow
marigolds or dusty miller. Easy maintenance.

f. ‘Victoria Blue’

20”H
Deep blue flower spikes. Drought and heat tolerant.

splendens. ‘Dancing Flame’

18-24”H
Compact habit. Bright green-yellow foliage with dark
green mottling and fiery red-orange blooms
guaranitica ‘Black and Bloom’ (Anise Sage)

‘Amistad’
36-60”H
Friendship Sage Huge violet flowers on a large plant.

coccinea ‘Summer Jewel Red’

24”H
Similar to Black & Blue but larger flowers and darker
stems.

10-24”H
Light, soft pink flowers. Flowers are held above
foliage on spikes. Dense bushy habit. Great for the
center of mixed containers.
elegans
‘Golden
Delicious’
(Pineapple
Sage)

g. ‘Black and Blue’ (Anise Sage)

24”H
Fantastic. A tall upright that has rich blue tubular
flowers up to 2” long on long dark spikes. Blooms
spring into fall.

12-24”H
New foliage is bright gold, dramatically contrasted by
scarlet red flowers which attract hummingbirds. The
pineapple-scented foliage matures to light green.

farinacea ‘Mannequin Blue Mountain’

greggii ‘Desert Blaze’

18-24”H
Aromatic, airy foliage with large vivid red flowers.
Dense bushy habit. Great for the center of mixed
Pretty pink flowerscontainers.
‘Homestead Purple (Posie)

16-

20”H
A vigorous, vertical accent flower with extremely
large blue blooms and green foliage.
5” pot

f. x long. ‘Mystic Spires’

microphylla ‘Berkeley Barb’

24”H
Pretty warm pink flowers. Great in a mass planning or
a mixed border.

16-20”H

(Mexican Bush Sage)
Covered with deep purple flowers a summer.
Large Milaeger pot $9.99

m. ‘Heatwave Series’
Bred for compact, rounded
resistance.
 Blaze
 Brilliance
 Glimmer
 Radiance
 Sparkle

Questions?
Email us at
gardenquestions@milaegers.com
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30”H
habit and

disease

30”H
A stunning variety from Mexico with bicolor white
and red flowers. In midsummer, the flowers are
mostly red with the occasional all white flower, and
when the temperatures cool again in autumn, they go
back to being bicolor. Fast growing.

SEDUM (Stonecrop)

m. ‘Mesa Azure’

x ‘Lemon Coral’
6-10”H x 16-24”W
Needle-shaped succulent leaves that form spikes of
bright yellow to lime green.
5” pot

m. ‘Hot Lips’

This broad group of plants offers some interesting
groundcover choices. They grow in a mat-like fashion,
and have fleshy, succulent-like leaves. All will do well
in poor soil. Moderately salt tolerant. Most prefer
full sun, but some will tolerate deep shade.

18”H
Azure Mountain Sage. Light purple flowers. Makes a
fine groundcover.

sinaloensis (Sinaloa Sage)

24”H
A delightful rich indigo blue flower graces this plant
from early spring through the summer. From Mexico.

splendens ‘Vista Red’

SETCREASEA (Purple Heart) greenery

24”H

Tradescantia pallida ‘Purple Heart’

trailing
Setcreasea purpurea. The deep purple foliage holds
its color in hot and cool weather. Striking with yellow,
white, or lavender foliage and flowers. Trailing habit
makes it a great filler plant in mixed planters and
hanging baskets. Works well as a groundcover.

Brilliant red, tubular flowers.
‘Wendy’s Wish’
24-36”H
Bright pink flowers. Good filler in containers.
5” pot

SANVITALIA (Creeping Zinnia)
S. speciosa ‘Sunbini’ Imp.

10-12”
The ½” yellow blooms trail wonderfully out of pots
and baskets, and work well at the front of garden
beds. Lush, compact growth. Very heat tolerant.
5” pot

SCABIOSA (Pincushion Flower) Jumbo 2 Pack

T. ‘Purple Variegated’

atropurpurea ‘Black Knight’

24-36”H
Compact, uniform flowers stand tall on strong,
slender stems. A dramatic addition to any bouquet or
garden.

Lance shaped vibrant pink and purple leaves. Fast
growing with a trailing, creeping habit.
5” pot

SHRIMP PLANT

SCAEVOLA (Fairy Fan-flower)

‘Justicia brandegeana’
24-36”H
This exotic plant features clumps of twiggy stems
tipped with white flowers enclosed in spikes of light
pink to rusty red bracts that arch in to a shrimp-like
shape. Its leaves are light green and soft and downy
on the undersides.
Large Milaeger pot $15.99

Hundreds of flowers blanket this heat and drought
tolerant, sun-loving beauty all summer. It effortlessly
fills a basket or planter, yet will not crowd out other
plants---try pairing it with lantana. Trailing habit.
‘New Wonder’
12”H
Profuse lavender flowers, trailing long green stems.
‘Pink Wonder’
8-14”H
Continuous blooms of fan-shaped soft pink flowers
scattered through low, trailing green foliage.

‘Pachystachys lutea’
24-36”H
Also know as a Lollipop Plant, this exotic beauty has
white flowers enclosed inside golden yellow bracts.
Heavily veined, lance-shaped medium green leaves.
Large Milaeger pot $11.99

‘Surdiva Blue’
8-12”H x 18-24”W
Bred to be especially heat tolerant. Intense blue
flowers spring through fall. Trails or spreads.
‘Whirlwind White’
8-14”H x 24”W
White flowers. Self-cleaning, no deadheading
necessary. Trails and spreads.
5” pot
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SNAPDRAGON (6 Pack)

‘Twinny Mix ’
10-12”H
A double flower bloom that is on a small habit that
has a mix of violet, yellow, white, peach, and bronze
colored flowers.

Antirrhinum majus

Snapdragons bloom all summer with spikes of flowers
that make wonderful cut bouquets. They are very
heat tolerant. The taller varieties occasionally need
some light staking---if they are pinched when young,
they will have heavier branching, a stockier habit, and
more blooms. Use them in beds and along garden
edge. The shorter varieties are ideal for containers.
They also attract hummingbirds and butterflies.

SOLANUM (Yellow Potato Vine)
S. jasminoides ‘Variegated’

18-24” trailing

(greenery)
Excellent container plant. Chartreuse heart shaped
leaves. Trailing habit.
3¼” pot $3.99

‘Arrow’ series
20-30”H
Very fragrant. Strong stems, great for cut flowers
 Pink
 Red/yellow bicolor
 White
 Mix

SPILANTHES
Acmella oleracea ‘Peek-A-Boo’

12-15”H
The Eyeball Plant. An attractive accent plant with
unusual, olive-shaped, golden-yellow 1” flowers with a
deep burgundy eye. Foliage is bronze green in full sun.
Mounded habit. Perfect for pots---alone or mixed.
5” pot

‘Bells Baby Mix’
6-10”H
Dwarf, trumpet shaped form, full range of colors
‘Bronze Dragon’
10-12”H
Bushy dwarf plant with dark almost black foliage that
has purple and white bicoloured blossoms

STATICE
The ideal flower, dried or fresh. Loads of charming,
papery flowerheads. Sturdy stems. Drought tolerant,
perfect for well-drained sandy soil. Prone to root rot
if overwatered. A “cut and come again” flower.

‘Frosted Flames’
12-16”H
Variegated leaves with multi colored flowers in
shades of orange, rose, red and yellow.
‘LaBella Yellow’
18-22”H
Open butterfly type with majestic yellow spikes of
flowers.

Limonium sinuatum ‘Fortress Mix’

18”H

Eye-catching array of colors.

‘Madame Butterfly’
20-30”H
Double flowered snapdragon that has colors ranging
from shades of pinks, reds and yellows. Will grow to
be 28 inches in height

STOCK
A favorite old-fashioned cut flower in a bright array
of colors. They have a very sweet scent..
‘Hot Cakes Mix’
15-20”H
Grey and Green foliage with remarkable pink, white,
cream and purple double blooms. Occasionally
deadheading will promote more flowering.

‘Rocket Mix’
30-36”H
Rapid growing results in 2.5 to 3 feet high plant. The
more you trim the more you get. The flowers are
fragrant and have a spicy scent. The colors vary.
‘Snapshot’ series
6-10”H
Bushy compact plants with full flower spikes.
 Red deep red
 Sunset
 Yellow creamy yellow
 Mix shades of red, pink, yellow and white

STRAWFLOWER (Golden Everlasting)
Xerochrysum bracteatum

‘Sundaze’ series
10-14”
A continuous blooming series of strawflower. Native
to the Australian outback, these plants are drought
and heat tolerant and can hold up even under low
water conditions. Easy maintenance, no deadheading
necessary
 Blaze Striking orange petals with a bright yellow
center
 Flame Yellow petals with fiery red and orange
tips
5” pot

‘Speedy Sonnet’ series
20-24”H
Blooms earlier than the standard Sonnet.
 Bronze fiery orange
 Crimson
 Yellow bright sunny yellow
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STREPTOCARPELLA

colors. Exceptionally long-lasting and fragrant cut
flower. Old fashioned charm and fragrance.

Azure blue flowers are complemented by fuzzy graygreen foliage. Tolerates heat but needs some shade.
Can be grown indoors---treat it like an African Violet.

SWEET POTATO (trailer)
Ipomoea batatas

‘Concord Blue’ 10”H
Small brilliant blue flowers.
5” pot

STROBILANTHUS (Persian Shield)
S. dyerianus

36-48”H
Outstanding as a foliage plant because of its striking
pink-purple leaves that have a “metallic” finish. Too
much sun will cause fading. Do not overwater.
5” pot
Makes a sensational addition to container plantings,
with its leafy stems spilling over the edge of the pot
and making a dramatic statement. Given sufficient
summer warmth and good soil with adequate moisture,
this plant will bear tubers–--miniature “sweet
potatoes” that can be over-wintered.

SUCCULENTS
Assorted habits and colors.
5” pots

SUNFLOWER (Helianthus)
This easy to grow, full sun loving native of the great
plains is remarkably tough and can tolerate heat and
drought. Its seeds are rich in vitamins, proteins and
minerals and can be toasted to enhance their flavor.
Great alone or mixed with dried fruit and nuts for a
healthy snack!

Compact Trailing Collection

‘Bewitched’
18-24”H, trailing
A Proven Winners Selection. Dark purple, very
attractive foliage that has excellent heat tolerance
and vigor..
‘Illusion Emeral Lace’
6”H, trailing
Trails up to 48”. Narrow, lacy leaves.

‘Full Sun’
60-72”H
A pollen free hybrid with 4-6” blooms of buttery
yellow petals with a dark brown disk in the center.
This is the classic Van Gogh type seen in Dutch
flower markets.

‘FloraMia Nero’
8-12”H, spreading
A sweet potato vine that joins dark purple leaves and
bright purplish-pink flowers. Compact shape that
remains heat and uniform. Grows 8-12” in height and
spreads 10-12”. Flowers do only last 24-48 hours but
regenerate every day.

‘Suntastic Yellow’
12-20”H
A compact, pollen free dwarf sunflower with sunny
yellow petals and a black center. This long blooming,
tiny variety is perfect for adding a burst of color to
patio pots or window boxes.
Jumbo 2 Pack

‘Sweet Georgia Bullfrog’
24-36”H
A sweet potato vine that grows quickly to about 36
inches in height. This easy to grow vine has large
multicolor leaves that can trail up to 40 or more
inches. The multicolor included deep purples, greens,
and reds.
5” pot

‘Suntastic Yellow’
12-20”H
A compact, pollen free dwarf sunflower with sunny
yellow petals and a black center. This long blooming,
tiny variety is perfect for adding a burst of color to
patio pots or window boxes.
Large Milaeger pot $9.99

Regular Trailing Collection

‘Blackie’
8” mounding, trailing
6” long, palmate, ebony leaves with purple overtones.
‘Margarita’
12-18” trailing
Chartreuse/yellow heart shaped leaves. Vigorous.

SWEET PEA
L. latifolius ‘Royal Family Mix’

48-96”H
Large-flowered and heat resistant, blooming over a
long period in the summer. Full range of clear, bright

‘Tricolor’
3-4”H, mounding and trailing
A blended palette of green, white, and pink.
3¼” pot $3.99 and 5” pot
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TALINUM (Jewels of Opar)

VERBENA (Vervain)

T. paniculatum ‘Limon’

x hybrida ‘Obsession’ series
6-8”H,
10-12” spread
Popular, low-growing edging or pot plant. The heavy
blooming plants spread densely. Very heat tolerant.
 Blue w/eye
 Formula Mix

28-32”H
A new variety with lime green leaves and tiny pink
flowers. The red fruit attracts birds.
5” pot

TITHONIA (Mexican Sunflower)

‘Tuscany’
8-10”H x 16-20”W
Compact, nicely branched habit. Deep green foliage.
Loves hot, dry weather. Heavy blooming.
 Blue
 Lavender Picotee
 Peach
 Scarlet
 White
 Mix
Jumbo 2 Pack

‘Goldfinger’
48-60”H
A tall, sturdy, quick growing plant with 3½“ burnt
orange dahlia-like flowers and dark green, lobed
leaves. An amazing bumble bee magnet that does best
in hot, sunny weather. Great cut flower.
5” pot.

TORENIA (Wishbone Flower)
T. fournieri

Snapdragon-like flowers, with contrastingly colored
throats. Excellent for edging, beds, containers,
window boxes. Can be grown as a flowering house
plant during winter. Likes evenly moist organic soil. Be
sure to avoid over watering. Afternoon shade is best.

Fernleaf ‘Imagination’
10”H (Jumbo 2 Pack)
Heat and drought tolerant, ‘Imagination’ has fine, lacy
foliage and violet blue umbels. Its habit is trailing.
Ideal for rock gardens or patio containers.
Hedge Type ‘bonariensis’
36-48”H
(6 Pack)
A free-flowering, long lasting cut flower. Distinctive
plants are covered with lavender flowers atop strong
stems. The tiny flowers are held in a globe, less than
an inch across. The tall, branching, see-through plant
has a unique effect and habit. Easy to grow and heat
tolerant. Self-seeds reliably. Butterflies love it.

‘Kauai Mix’
8”H x 8”W
Mixture of burgundy, deep blue, Lemon Drop,
magenta, rose and white.
‘Catalina’ series
 Gilded Grape

‘Lanai’ series
4-10”H
Compact growth habit. Blooms from the center,
making it ideal for container use. Great performance.
 Blue
 Blush White





Midnight Blue deep purple, yellow “tongue”
Pink
White Linen

‘Summer Wave Large Blue’
5” pot

8-10”H

Questions?





Email us at
gardenquestions@milaegers.com

Bright Pink
Lavender Star – lavender w/white “star” stripes
Royal Purple with Eye

‘Scarlet Star’
4-8”H
Bright scarlet red with a white eye.
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VINCA VINE greenery

‘Superbena’ series
6-12”H
Clusters of flowers all season. Vigorous low
maintenance plants. The low, well-branched habit is
great for annual bedding.
 Burgundy
 Coral Red
 Large Lilac Blue
 Royale Chambray Purple star-shaped flowers
 Royale Cherryburst Cherry red petals with
alternating white stripes
 Royale Iced Cherry Dark pink flowers
 Royale Peachy Keen Salmon/coral flowers
 Royale Plum Wine Vivid reddish-purple blooms
 Royale Red
 Royale Whitecap Pure white blooms
 Sparkling Ruby

major

12-15” trailing
A perfect plant for adding an accent to combination
pots, baskets, and window boxes. Boldly variegated
leaves spill over the edge for a dramatic flair.
m. ‘Expoflora’ A highly variegated form of vinca vine.
m. ‘Maculata’ Attractive green and gold leaves on
yellow-stemmed plants. Vigorous.
3¼” pot $3.99

bonariensis ‘Meteor Shower’

20-30”H
Lollipops of lilac blooms are held above deep green
foliage. Great container plant.
5” pot

VINCA (Periwinkle)
‘Pacifica’ series (upright)
10”H
Early blooming with prolific 2” flowers – the largest
vinca blooms available. Tolerant of harsh weather and
poor soils. Well-branched habit. Easy to grow.
 Halo Burgundy – rich burgundy w/white center
 Polka Dot white with hot pink centers
 Really Red 2” red flowers with white eyes
 Halo Mix

VOODOO LILY
‘Amorphophallus Konjac’
Has one giant divided leaf that is on a 5-6’ tall stalk.
When the flower has matured enough it will become a
5’ flower that looks like a vase. The color is a mix of
dark deep purples and pinks.
5” pot/ 6½” pot $15.99/ 12” pot $39.99

‘Cora’ series (upright)
14-16”H
Tolerates poor weather – heat, rain and humidity.
Heavy flowering, well-branched all summer.
 Apricot soft apricot with darker centers
 Red
 Strawberry
 Violet
 White
 Mix

WANDERING JEW
‘Purple’
8-12H” 12-18W trailing
Elongated, pointy purple foliage. Small three petalled
purple flowers.
‘Purple Fuzzy’
8-12H” 12-24W trailing
This native of the Tropical Rain Forest is beautiful
and easy to grow. A compact, succulent creeper with
fuzzy, silvery green stems and hairy leaves. It
produces small, purple flowers.

‘Nirvana Cascade Pink Splash’ series
Deep pink, white petal edge. Low growing, semitrailing habit. Thrives in heat.
5” pot

‘Rainbow’
24-36”
A succulent-stemmed plant with a rainbow of colorful
foliage, the fleshy leaves are a mixture of white,
green, pink and mauve with small white flowers. Very
unusual and stunning plant!
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‘Sun Red’
18”H
One of the longest flowering Zinnias.
‘Liliput Mix’
20”H
Double 1½” beehive shaped flowers.

‘Tahitian Bridal Veil’
12-15” trailing
A trailing plant that has green variegated leaves that
have a darker purple color underneath. This will bloom
more flowers the more sunlight it has. Will grow to
24 inches tall and 36 inches wide. When in bloom it
has tiny white flowers.
5” pot

‘Envy’
24”H
Unusual chartreuse green, flat petaled, semi-double
flowers. A novel addition to cut bouquets.
‘Burpeeana Giant Mix’
24”H
Huge, fully double flowers in many shades of pink,
orange, yellow, red, purple and white.
‘Zowie Yellow Flame’
24-30”H
A Zinnia like no other, with several layers of bright
petals surrounding a big central red-and-yellow cone.
When the petals open, they're bold magenta-pink
with yellow tips, and the pink gradually turns to rich
red. The flowers are 3-5” wide and great for cutting.

ZINNIA
Excellent for beds, edging, and containers with a long
flowering season. They have bold, yet elegant
flowerheads in a wide range of bright colors and
make great cut flowers. Heat tolerant. The zinnias
are arranged in order of height from short to tall.

angustifolia elegans ‘Profusion’ series

‘Benary’s Deep Red’
36-40”H
Long, thick stems topped with eye-catching red
double flowers.

10-12”H

This series has won three AAS awards. Heavy
bloomers, each variety bears masses of 2” semidouble flowers. Tolerant of cool weather and hot,
humid conditions. Exceptional disease resistance.
 Cherry
 Orange
 White

‘Benary’s Giant Purple’
36-40”H
Thick stems with fully double 4-5” flowers.
‘State Fair Mix’
36-48”H
A giant tetraploid zinnia with thicker leaves and
stocky growth with large 5-6” flowers. The color
range is unsurpassed. Superb.

Elegans (listed by height)

marylandica ‘Zahara’

12-18”H
Extra-large single flowers with excellent disease
resistance. Great for bedding and mass plantings.
 Fire (Double flowers) – red
 Raspberry
 Starlight Rose
 Strawberry (Double flowers)
 Sunburst
 Raspberry Lemonaid Mix – includes coral, yellow,
and starlight rose
 Yellow

‘Thumbelina Mix’
8”H
The shortest Zinnia available. Compact dome shaped
plants in bright, colorful, classic Zinnia colors of
orange, red, pink, yellow, white and purple.
‘ShortStuff Mix’
8-10”H
Distinctly dwarf with large, fully double 3-4” flowers
of cherry red, coral, gold, orange, red and white.
‘Dreamland Mix’
10-12”H
3½“–4” flowers on a dwarf plant. Great uniformity in
the garden Full range of flower colors.
‘Champagne Toast’
36-40”H
This heat lover has large, ball-shaped double rosepink flowers with yellow eyes. Its green, pointy
foliage remains dense and right to the ground.

‘Sweet Tooth Candy Cane’
12-14”H
Thick stems with fully double 4-5” flowers. Each
petal is two tone, red with creamy white tips. Very
showy!
5” pot
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